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ABSTRACT
Programs exhibit significant performance variance in their access to microarchitectural
structures. There are three types of performance variance. First, semantically equivalent
programs running on the same system can yield different performance due to characteris-
tics of microarchitectural structures. Second, program phase behavior varies significantly.
Third, different types of operations on microarchitectural structure can lead to different
performance.
In this dissertation, we explore the performance variance and propose techniques to
improve the processor design.
We explore performance variance caused by microarchitectural structures and propose
program interferometry, a technique that perturbs benchmark executables to yield a wide
variety of performance points without changing program semantics or other important
execution characteristics such as the number of retired instructions. By observing the be-
havior of the benchmarks over a range of branch prediction accuracies, we can estimate
the impact of a microarchitectural optimization optimization and not the rest of the mi-
croarchitecture.
We explore performance variance caused by phase changes and develop prediction-
driven last-level cache (LLC) writeback techniques. We propose a rank idle time predic-
tion driven LLC writeback technique and a last-write prediction driven LLC writeback
technique. These techniques improve performance by reducing the write-induced interfer-
ence.
We explore performance variance caused by different types of operations to Non-
Volatile Memory (NVM) and propose LLC management policies to reduce write over-
head of NVM. We propose an adaptive placement and migration policy for an STT-RAM-
ii
based hybrid cache and writeback aware dynamic cache management for NVM-based
main memory system. These techniques reduce write latency and write energy, thus lead-
ing to performance improvement and energy reduction.
iii
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1. INTRODUCTION
Programs exhibit significant performance variance in their access to microarchitec-
tural structures. There are three types of performance variance. First, there is performance
variance caused by microarchitectural structures. For instance, semantically equivalent
programs running on the same system with different code placements can yield different
performance. This is caused by microarchitectural structures that use a hash of instruc-
tion and data addresses, where different code layout will result in a difference impact on
performance. Second, there is performance variance caused by phase change. When a pro-
gram goes through phases, the behavior of microarchitecture events can be different, such
as cache miss ratio, branch misprediction ratio and memory access patterns, which lead
to performance variance. Third, there is performance variance caused by different types
of operations. Read and write operations have different access latency and power con-
sumption in NVM-based memory. In this dissertation, we exploit performance variance to
improve processor design.
1.1 Performance Variance Caused by Microarchitectural Structures
Mytkowicz et al. introduce the technique of object file reordering for showing that dif-
ferent link orders of object files, as well as other seemingly random and harmless details
of an experimental setup, can yield significantly different performance [54]. Since several
microarchitectural structures use a hash of instruction and data addresses. Such as caches,
translation lookaside table and branch predictor. Sometimes addresses will accidentally
collide in some microarchitectural structure. A particular code and data placement will
result in a particular number of accidental collisions with a particular impact on perfor-
mance. A different layout will result in a difference impact on performance, thus yields
performance variance.
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Figure 1.1: Violin plots for SPEC CPU 2006 percentage performance variation with code
reordering.
Figure 1.1 shows the percent difference from average performance as measured by
cycles-per-instruction (CPI) caused by 100 random but plausible code reorderings for the
SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks. The graph is a violin plot, showing the probability density
at each CPI value, i.e., the thickness at each CPI value is proportional to the number of
CPIs observed in that neighbourhood. Clearly, some benchmarks are greatly affected by
differences in instruction addresses while some are less sensitive.
By exploring the performance variance caused by code reordering, we develop a tech-
nique to build a performance model for program and microarchitecture by using real sys-
tems. The technique is called Program Interferometry. It is based on perturbing placement
of code and data. By measuring the resulting adverse microarchitectural events using dif-
ferent code and data replacements, we can build a performance model for the program and
microarchitecture. Compared with cycle-accurate simulators which are inaccurate with re-
spect to real systems because many of the details of real systems are difficult or impossible
to model or even to know about [10], the performance model can explore new microar-
chitectural ideas in the absence of clear information about what future microarchitectures
2
will look like.
1.2 Performance Variance Caused by Phase Change
Programs can go through phases where the phase behavior varies significantly. When
the program runs into different phases, the behavior of microarchitecural events are dif-
ferent, such as cache miss ratio, branch misprediction ratio and memory access patterns.
We explore the memory access variance caused by phase change to improve the memory
efficiency.
Memory access latency is a major performance bottleneck. A LLC miss can stall
the pipeline and require hundreds of cycles of delay. Memory write requests compete
with read requests for the available memory resources, delay the service of the follow-
ing read requests. This write-induced interference can significantly degrade the system
performance.
The memory access pattern exhibits significant variance. Memory read requests tend
to come in bursts. The DRAM can busy service the memory requests for a while then idle
for a while. Additionally, in modern DDRx-based systems, multiple memory controllers
and multiple ranks are used to service memory requests in parallel. Due to workload
characteristics and load imbalance, some ranks often have idle cycles while the application
is running.
By exploring the memory access variance, we develop the prediction driven last-level
cache writeback (LLC) technique. We propose a rank idle time prediction driven LLC
writeback technique. This technique sends write request to DRAM during the long rank
idle period, thus minimizing the delay it caused to the following read requests. We also
propose a last-write prediction driven LLC writeback technique. It improves the writeback
efficiency by increasing the write scheduling space. Our techniques significantly reduce
the write-induced interference.
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Figure 1.2: The performance and dynamic energy impact of write on various systems
1.3 Performance Variance Caused by Operation Types
Read and write operations in memory have different access latency and power con-
sumptions, especially for NVM-based memory. The latency and energy of write opera-
tions for NVM are significantly higher than for read operations. The long write latency
can degrade performance by causing large write-induced interference to subsequent read
requests. The high write energy can increase power consumption.
Figure 1.2 shows average performance and dynamic energy impacts of write requests
on various systems for memory intensive SPEC CPU2006 benchmark. We assume that
the read and write memory requests for DRAM-based main memory have similar access
latency and dynamic power consumption. For PCM-based main memory, the write latency
and energy consumption are assumed to be 10X of that for the read requests. The schedul-
ing policy we used for evaluation is read prioritizes write [85]. From Figure 1.2(a), we can
see that the speedup of DRAM-based main memory is 30% compared to PCM-based main
memory. Figure 1.2(b) shows the write energy dominates the PCM energy consumption,
and it consumes 65% of total dynamic energy consumption, although write requests only
account for 25.5% of all the memory accesses.
By exploring the performance variance caused by asymmetric read and write opera-
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tions, we propose LLC management policy to reduce the large write overhead of NVM. We
propose adaptive placement and migration policy for an STT-RAM-based hybrid cache.It
can achieve high performance by making use of the large capacity of STT-RAM and main-
tain low write overhead using SRAM. We also propose writeback-aware dynamic cache
management for NVM-based main memory system. The technique improves system per-
formance and energy efficiency by reducing the number of writeback requests to NVM-
based main memory.
1.4 Thesis Statement
Programs exhibit significant performance variance in their access to microarchitectural
structures. To the extent that this variance is predictable, it can be exploited to improve
processor design.
1.5 Contributions
The dissertation will make the following original contributions:
• We explore the performance variance caused by microarchitectural structures and
propose program interferometry technique [83]. This technique elicits microarchi-
tectural events such as branch mispredictions and cache misses to enable the devel-
opment of a performance model for a given program. We use program interferome-
try to develop a branch prediction performance model for SPEC CPU 2006 bench-
marks running on the Intel Xeon E5440. Based on regression models developed
with branch interferometry, we make specific predictions about the performance of
the benchmarks at different branch prediction accuracies. Using a branch prediction
simulator and our regression models, we estimate the performance of the bench-
marks on a hypothetical Intel Core optimized with different branch predictors. We
simulate only the branch predictor and do not need to simulate the rest of the mi-
croarchitecture.
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• We explore the memory access variance caused by phase change and propose a rank
idle time prediction driven LLC writeback technique [86] that makes use of the
rank idle cycles to isolate the service of memory read and write requests as much as
possible. This technique uses a low-overhead rank idle time predictor to predict long
periods of idle time in memory ranks. Scheduled write requests are written back to
the memory guided by the predictor to reduce the write-induced interference.
• We propose a decoupled last-write prediction driven LLC writeback technique [85].
This technique makes last-write blocks in the LLC available to the memory con-
troller for scheduling. It effectively expands the write scheduling space and bal-
ances memory bandwidth by re-distributing memory write requests, thus reducing
write-induced interference. The technique is completely decoupled from the LLC
replacement policy.
• We explore the asymmetric read and write operation problem of NVM and pro-
pose adaptive block placement and migration policy for an STT-RAM-based hybrid
LLC [84]. In the technique,LLC write accesses are categorized into three classes:
prefetch-write, demand-write, and core-write. Our proposed technique places a
block into either STT-RAM lines or SRAM lines by adapting to the access pat-
tern of each class. An access pattern predictor is proposed to direct block placement
and migration, which can benefit from the high density and low leakage power of
STT-RAM lines as well as the low write overhead of SRAM lines.
• We propose a writeback-aware dynamic cache management technique to help miti-
gate the write overhead in NVM-based memory [87]. The technique predicts blocks
that are frequently written back from the LLC. The LLC sets are dynamically par-
titioned into a frequent writeback list and a non-frequent writeback list. It keeps a
best size of each list in the LLC.
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2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This dissertation explores performance variance to develop the performance model,
reduce the write-induced interference in main memory and mitigate write overhead of
NVM. To provide context of our research, we now give background and review some of
the recent work related to our research.
2.1 Exploring Performance Variance to Develop the Performance Model
This section gives the background and recent work related to developing the perfor-
mance model by exploring performance variance.
2.1.1 Eliciting Performance Variance
Mytkowicz et al. introduce the technique of object file reordering for showing that
different link orders of object files, as well as other seemingly random and harmless de-
tails of an experimental setup, can yield significantly different performance [54]. That
work indicts the architecture and programming languages community for falling victim
to measurement bias, i.e., allowing oneself to believe that some observed improvement in
program behavior is due to one’s own technique rather than a happy coincidence of ex-
perimental factors. Our work was partly inspired by Mytkowicz et al.. We choose to see
the phenomenon they exposed as an interesting opportunity to develop a tool to examine
microarchitectural behavior.
Rubin et al. propose a framework to explore the space of data layouts using profile
feedback to find layouts that yield good performance [71]. They point out that the general
problem of optimal data layout is NP-hard and poorly approximable. The space of data
layouts is similar to the space of code reorderings, and the impact of data layouts on
the data cache is similar to the impact of code placement on the branch predictor and
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instruction cache.
2.1.2 Impact of Code Placement on Performance
The impact of code placement on performance has not gone unnoticed in the aca-
demic literature. Many code-improving transformations have been proposed based on
code placement. Hatfield and Gerald [18], Ferrari [15], McFarling [47], Pettis and Han-
son [59], and Gloy and Smith [16] present techniques to rearrange procedures to improve
locality using profiling. Mytkowicz et al. exploit the kind of performance variance de-
scribed in this paper to optimize programs [38]. Calder and Grunwald present branch
alignment, an algorithm that seeks to minimize the number of taken branches by reorder-
ing code such that the hot path through a procedure is laid out in a straight line [3]. Young
et al. present a near-optimal version of branch alignment [92]. Jime´nez proposes a tech-
nique to use code placement to explicitly avoid branch mispredictions due to conflicts in
the predictor tables [27]. Knights et al. propose exploiting fortuitous object code orderings
to improve performance [38].
From the microarchitecture side, a trace cache is a specialized instruction cache that
exploits instruction locality by organizing instructions in the order they are executed, rather
than in their static program order[70]. With a trace cache, branch prediction and instruction
fetch can be made somewhat immune to the effect of code placement when there is a high
hit rate in the trace cache. The Intel Netburst microarchitecture in the Pentium 4 processor
line featured a micro-op trace cache [23].
Our technique is not an optimization, but a tool for peering inside the microarchitecture
using code placement. If thoughtful code placement optimizations like those mentioned
above were widely adopted, our results would show less variance in execution behavior
and less confidence in the regression lines. Nevertheless, most production code is not
optimized with code placement in mind; thus, our results are widely applicable to real
8
systems.
2.1.3 Estimating Simulation Results with Regression
Lee and Brooks [40] propose using regression modelling to estimate processor per-
formance and power under a given microarchitectural configuration after sampling a small
portion of the microarchitectural design space through simulation. Performance and power
are accurately predicted with an error of about 4% on average. Joseph et al. propose non-
linear [31] regression techniques such as neural networks for estimating CPI given a set
of microarchitectural parameters. The technique predicts CPI with an error of 2.8% on
average. Both of these proposal are intended to reduce the number of points in a processor
design space that must be simulated to find parameters that give good performance.
Our technique differs in that we are modelling the behavior of a real system rather than
a simulation design space. Simulators can be inaccurate with respect to real systems [10,
11]. On the other hand, real hardware is a perfectly valid model of itself. Through careful
measurement, the performance impact of changing a single microarchitectural feature such
as branch prediction can be estimated accurately using the hardware itself to model to rest
of the microarchitecture.
2.1.4 Estimating Behavior of Real Systems
Contreras and Martonosi use performance monitoring counters to develop a linear
power model of the Intel XScale processor [8]. This approach can enable a technique
capable of quickly estimating future power behavior and adapting to it at run-time. Our
technique is similar in that it uses performance monitoring counters to develop a model of
program behavior. However, we focus on modelling the behavior of one program at a time
to get very precise information about the change in performance in response to a small
change in the behavior of microarchitectural structures, i.e., our work concentrates on a
much finer level of granularity, and we focus on performance instead of power.
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2.2 Exploring Performance Variance to Reduce Write-Induced Interference
This section gives the background and recent work related to reducing write-induced
interference by exploring performance variance.
2.2.1 DRAM Systems
The DDRx based memory system [25, 9] consists of one or more dual in-line memory
modules (DIMMs) composed of multiple chips. Each chip is organized as multiple banks
that can be operated in parallel. A memory rank is made up of a set of chips where chips
in the same rank can be accessed simultaneously. In a DDRx memory module, each rank
has a 64-bit data bus. Chips within a rank work in unison to return 64 bits per cycle. The
memory channel is made up of one or multiple memory ranks. Ranks in the same channel
share the same data bus. Modern multicore processors may have multiple channels.
A memory access includes both row access and column access [9]. An entire row of
bits that contains the required data is brought into the row buffer during row access, then
a column of this row buffer is selected according to the column address. Memory access
requests may be row-buffer hit requests, row-buffer closed requests, or row-buffer conflict
requests. A row-buffer hit request goes to a currently open row. Data can be accessed
without activating the row buffer again. A row-buffer closed request goes to a row when
there is no open row in the row buffer. The required row must be activated before the
data in the row-buffer can be accessed. A row-buffer conflict request goes to a row other
than the currently open row. Data in the currently open row must be written back first,
then the required row must be activated before the data can be accessed. Thus, the access
latency for row-buffer conflict/closed requests is significantly higher than for row-buffer
hit requests.
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Figure 2.1: Address mapping scheme (a) cache line interleaving (b) page interleaving
2.2.2 Address Mapping Scheme
The memory address mapping scheme [93] [43] maps physical addresses to memory
resources. Figure 2.1 shows the conventional cache line interleaving and page interleaving
mapping schemes. In the cache line interleaving mapping scheme, consecutive cache lines
are distributed to different rank/bank/channel combinations to maximize the parallelism of
memory access, The page interleaving mapping scheme maps the lower order bits of the
physical address into the column address to maximize the number of row buffer hits.
2.2.3 Memory Access Scheduling
Memory access scheduling [68] reorders memory references to improve memory per-
formance. Much previous work [73, 78, 53, 37, 1, 52] focuses on improving memory
efficiency by scheduling or relocating memory accesses to yield as many row hits as pos-
sible or servicing memory accesses in parallel. Shao et al. [73] propose a burst scheduling
algorithm that schedules requests that hit in the same row buffer into a burst to increase
row buffer hit rates and bus utilization. Sudan et al. [78] propose a page migration al-
gorithm that collocates frequently accessed data in the same row buffer to increase row
buffer hit rates in a multi-core system. Nesbit et al. [56] propose a fair queue schedul-
ing algorithm for multi-core systems. The fair queue scheduling algorithm allocates to
each thread a fraction of memory resources, thus reducing destructive interference and
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improving fairness among threads. Mutlu et al. [53] propose a parallelism-aware batch
scheduling technique for multi-core systems. Their technique first organizes memory re-
quests into batches to ensure the fairness of service, then within each batch, requests are
scheduled to maximize parallelism while at the same time minimizing the number of idle
cores by using a shortest-job-first scheduling technique. Hur et al. [22] propose a schedul-
ing algorithm that uses a state machine to make the next scheduling decision based on the
past behavior. Ipek et al. [24] use a reinforcement-learning approach to learn the optimal
memory scheduling policy according to past behavior.
2.2.4 LLC Writeback
Much previous work [78, 53, 37, 1, 52, 24] does not take into account the write inter-
ference problem. Eager writeback [42] is the first proposal that increases the visibility of
the write buffer by using the LLC to reduce write-induced interference. Eager writeback
writes back dirty cache blocks in the least-recently-used (LRU) position of the last-level
cache sets whenever the bus is idle instead of waiting for the block to be evicted to reduce
the memory traffic.
Stuecheli et al. [77] propose a virtual write queue (VWQ) technique. Their technique
takes a fraction of the LRU positions in the LLC as the virtual write queue (also requir-
ing LRU). Dirty cache blocks in the virtual write queue that target the same row buffer
when mapping to the memory resource will be written back in a batch, therefore reducing
write-induced interference. Chang et al. [55] propose a similar technique that writes back
qualified dirty cache blocks in the LLC to improve the memory efficiency.
To reduce write-induced interference, both eager writeback and VWQ techniques issue
write requests to DRAM when the rank is idle. Unfortunately, in their techniques, the
memory controller does not have knowledge about how long the rank will remain idle.
The write-induced penalty might be too long to be hidden by the short rank idle period.
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Additionally, both eager writeback and VWQ techniques require that the LLC implement
the costly LRU replacement policy.
2.2.5 Dead Block Prediction
Lai et al. [39] proposes last touch predictor that predicts the last touch cache blocks for
core caches. The last touch predictor uses program counter (PC) traces to detect the last
touch and invalidate the shared cache blocks to reduce cache coherence overhead. Several
dead block predictors are proposed in previous work [35, 7, 44, 32]. The trace-based dead
block predictor [39] can detect when a cache block is accessed for the last time based on
the a given sequence of memory-access PCs. This predictor is used to prefetch data into
dead blocks in the L1 data cache. Hu et al. [21] propose a time based dead block predictor
that learns the number of cycles a block is live and predicts it dead if it is not accessed for
twice that number of cycles. This predictor is used to prefetch into the L1 cache and filter
a victim cache. Recent work proposes [32] sampling dead block predictor for LLC that
predict the dead blocks in the LLC and replace them for useful cache blocks.
2.3 Exploring Performance Variance to Reduce Write Overhead of Non-Volatile
Memory
This section gives the background and recent work related to reducing write overhead
of NVM by exploring performance variance.
2.3.1 Emerging Non-Volatile Memory
In recent years, significant efforts and resources have been put on the researches and
developments of emerging memory technologies that combine attractive features such as
scalability, fast read/write, negligible leakage, and non-volatility. Multiple promising can-
didates, such as Phase-Change RAM (PCM), Spin-Torque Transfer RAM (STT-RAM),
and Resistive RAM (RRAM), have gained substantial attentions and are being actively
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of Phase-change RAM (PCM) cell. The GST has two phases:
the amorphous phase with high resistance and the crystalline phase with low resistance.
pursued by industry [66].
2.3.1.1 Phase Change Memory
Among various emerging memory technologies, Phase-Change RAM (PCM) is one
of the most promising candidates for main memory because semiconductor companies
have made dramatic R&D progress in recent years. For example, Samsung demonstrated
an 8Gbit PCM memory chip recently [6], with CMOS-compatible embedded PCM (Hi-
tachi and STMicro) [17, 58] have been demonstrated, paving the way for integrating these
NVMs into traditional memory hierarchies. In addition, emerging 3D integration tech-
nologies [79] enable cost-effective integration of these NVMs with CMOS logic circuits.
Compared with DRAM, the PCM [89] has high density, comparable read access time and
reasonable write endurance which made it a promising alternatives to existing main mem-
ories. Thus, many innovative memory architectures using PCM as main memory have
emerged in the last several years [61][89][64, 62, 94, 41].
In a PCM memory cell, the storage node is based on a chalcogenide alloy (typically
GeSBTe (GST) material), as shown in Figure 2.2. The resistance differences between an
amorphous (high resistance) and crystalline (low resistance) phase of chalcogenide-based
material indicate the stored value as “1” and “0”, respectively. Writing a bit to the PCM
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cell is done through set and reset operations: for set operations, the phase-change mate-
rial is crystallized by applying an electrical pulse that heats a significant portion of the
cell above its crystallization temperature. In reset operations, a larger electrical current is
applied and then abruptly cut off to melt and then quench the material, leaving it an amor-
phous state. Compared to charge-based SRAM/DRAM, PCM intrinsically takes longer
and consumes more energy to overwrite the existing data which could result in perfor-
mance degradation and high energy consumption.
2.3.1.2 STT-RAM Technology
STT-RAM is the second generation of MRAM. As shown in Figure 2.3, it uses a
Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ) as an information carrier. Each MTJ consists of two fer-
romagnetic layers: a reference layer and a free layer. A tunnel barrier layer is sandwiched
between the two ferromagnetic layers. The reference layer has a fixed direction while the
free layer can change its direction by passing write current. The relative direction of the
reference and free layers are used to represent a memory bit. If the layers have the same
direction, the MTJ resistance is low which indicates state 0; otherwise, the MTJ resistance
is high which indicates state 1.
A read operation is performed by turning on the access transistor and applying a small
voltage difference between the bitline (BL) and source line (SL) to sense the MTJ resis-
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tance. A write operation is performed by establishing a high voltage difference between
BL and SL with a positive voltage difference for writing 1 and a negative voltage differ-
ence for writing 0.
2.3.2 Related Work on Mitigating PCM Write Overhead
Many researchers propose techniques to mitigate PCM write latency and energy over-
head. For example, Lee et al. [41] propose to use narrow PCM buffers to mitigate high-
energy PCM writes. Write cancellation and Write pausing [61] has been proposed to pri-
oritize read requests over write requests by adaptively cancel or pause the service of write
requests when read requests are waiting for service. Qureshi et al. [60] exploit asymmetry
in write times for SET and PRESET operation of PCM devices and propose to initiate a
PreSET request for a memory line as soon as data written into the LLC, thereby incurring
low write-induced interference.
Hybrid main memory architecture has been proposed to leverage the benefits of both
DRAM and PCM technologies. Qureshi et al. [64] propose a main memory system con-
sisting of PCM storage coupled with a DRAM write buffer, so that it has the latency ben-
efits of DRAM and the capacity benefits of PCM. Yoon et al. [91] propose to improve the
hybrid performance by caching the frequent row buffer miss requests in DRAM. Ramos
et al. [65] propose a page ranking and migration policy for the hybrid PCM and DRAM
based main memory.
Write endurance poses another severe challenge in PCM memory design. The cells
suffering from more frequent write operations will fail far sooner than the rest. A read-
before-write operation [30] can help identify such redundant bits and cancel those re-
dundant write operations to save energy and reduce impact on performance. A range of
wear-leveling techniques [62, 94, 41] for PCM have been examined to increase the life
time of PCM-based main memory architectures.
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Most of these proposed techniques mitigate the write overhead of PCM by doing op-
timizations at the main memory level. They either use new memory architectures or add
a new operation to PCM. However, write requests sent from the LLC remain unchanged.
Zhou et al. [94] take the first step to exploit the LLC partitioning and replacement policy by
considering the negative impact of writeback requests. They propose to partition the shared
LLC among multi-core by taking into account the writeback penalty. Fedorov et al. [14]
propose to divide the LRU stack into ”High-hit” and ”Low-hit” partitions. On a cache
replacement request, the technique gives higher priority to evict clean block in ”Low-hit”
part than dirty block in ”Low-hit” part. However, both of the techniques require a cache
replacement policy with distinct recency levels, such as Least-Recently-Used (LRU) re-
placement policy. For some cheap replacement policy, such as Not-Recently-Used (NRU)
and Random, these techniques can not be applied to them.
2.3.3 Related Work on Mitigating Write Overhead of STT-RAM
Many prior papers [29, 81, 46] focus on mitigating write overhead of an STT-RAM
cache. Jog et al. [29] propose to improve the write speed of STT-RAM-based LLC by re-
laxing its data retention time. However, that technique requires large capacity buffers for a
line level refreshing mechanism to retain reliability. Mao et al. [46] propose prioritization
policies for reducing the waiting time of critical requests in the STT-RAM-based LLC.
However, the technique increases the power consumption of LLC. Recently, researchers
propose hybrid SRAM and STT-RAM techniques [79, 5, 26, 4, 80] for improving LLC
efficiency. Sun et al. [79] take the first step introducing the hybrid cache structure. That
technique uses a counter-based approach for predicting write-intensive blocks. Write-
intensive blocks are placed in SRAM ways for reducing write overhead to STT-RAM por-
tion. However, that technique is optimized only for core-write operations. It cannot reduce
the prefetch-write and demand-write operations to STT-RAM. Jadidi et al. [26] propose
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reducing write variance of STT-RAM lines by migrating frequently written cache blocks to
other STT-RAM lines or SRAM lines. However, frequently migrating data between cache
lines incurs significant performance and energy overhead. Chen et al. [5] propose a com-
bined static and dynamic scheme to optimize the block placement for hybrid cache. The
downside of the technique is it requires the compiler to provide static hints for initializing
the block placement.
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3. EXPLORING PERFORMANCE VARIANCE TO DEVELOP PERFORMANCE
MODEL*
Modern microprocessors have many microarchitectural features. Quantifying the per-
formance impact of one feature such as dynamic branch prediction can be difficult. On
one hand, a timing simulator can predict the difference in performance given two different
implementations of the technique, but simulators can be quite inaccurate. On the other
hand, real systems are very accurate representations of themselves, but often cannot be
modified to study the impact of a new technique.
We develop a performance model for branch prediction using real systems [83]∗. The
technique perturbs benchmark executables to yield a wide variety of performance points
without changing program semantics or other important execution characteristics such as
the number of retired instructions. By observing the behavior of the benchmarks over a
range of branch prediction accuracies, we can estimate the impact of a new branch predic-
tor by simulating only the predictor and not the rest of the microarchitecture. We call this
technique Program Interferometry based on its similarity to astronomical optical interfer-
ometry.
Figure 3.1 demonstrates the potential of program interferometry. Each of the 100
points represents an executable with a different code reordering of the SPEC CPU 2006
benchmarks 400.perlbench and 471.omnetpp running on ref inputs. Perfor-
mance monitoring counters enable collecting the cycles-per-instruction (CPI) and branch
mispredictions per 1000 instructions (MPKI) of each run. The plot shows actual measure-
ments as well as a least-squares regression line estimating the linear relationship between
MPKI and CPI. They also show 95% confidence intervals and 95% prediction intervals.
∗ c©2011 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Zhe Wang; Daniel A. Jime´nez, ”Program Interferometry,”
Workload Characterization (IISWC), 2011 IEEE International Symposium, Nov. 2011
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Figure 3.1: Performance changes with branch prediction accuracy for 400.perlbench and
471.omnetpp.
As an example of the usefulness of program interferometry to branch predictor design,
linear regression allows us to make the following predictions for 400.perlbench with
95% probability:
1. A perfect branch predictor would yield a CPI of 0.517 ± 0.029, an improvement of
26.0%± 4.2%.
2. Halving the average MPKI from 6.50 to 3.25 would improve CPI by 13.0%± 2.2%
from 0.70 to 0.61± 0.022.
3. A 10% improvement in CPI due to branch prediction improvement would require a
38% reduction in mispredictions.
3.1 Motivation
Astronomers used the earliest telescopes to view the universe from a single point of
view. Their observations were dim and blurry, limited by the tiny amount of light that
their small telescopes could collect and the effects of atmospheric turbulence. However, in
recent years, astronomers have used a technique called optical interferometry to combine
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the observations of many telescopes from many different points of view to obtain images
with a much higher resolution [2].
Similarly, by sampling and observing many points in a space of program performance,
we can get a much better understanding of program behavior. Program Interferometry is
based on perturbing placement of code and data. Many executable versions of a program
are produced by pseudo-randomly re-ordering procedures and objects files. Similarly, the
memory allocator places objects pseudo-randomly on the heap. A given random place-
ment of code and data can be repeated by using the same key for the pseudo-random
number generator so that runs are reproducible. Each code and data placement is seman-
tically equivalent, but because the instruction addresses are different, different conflicts
will arise among microarchitectural structures such as the branch predictor and instruction
cache [54]. The situation is isomorphic to one in which we keep the code and data place-
ment constant, but change the hash functions for microarchitectural structures. Thus, we
may measure the performance impact of changing these structures.
An alternative would be to use cycle-accurate simulators with best-guess estimates of
future microarchitectural structures. However, it is not clear to researchers what future
microarchitectures will be like. The return of Intel from the more complex Netburst to the
simpler P6-inspired Intel Core 2 is an example of this uncertainty. The trend in 2001 was
toward deeper and deeper pipelines, so contemporaneous branch prediction papers simu-
lating pipeline depths of up to 40 were way off the mark. Also, simulators are notoriously
inaccurate with respect to real systems because many of the details of real systems are
difficult or impossible to model or even to know about [10]. Earnest efforts at simulation
are subject to bugs that can invalidate research conclusions made with them [11]. Thus,
demonstrating that a new branch predictor (or other optimization) can improve an existing
microarchitecture is another way to have confidence in that optimization’s contribution to
unknown future microarchitectures.
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3.2 Description
In this section we describe the technique of program interferometry. The basic idea is
to execute code under many different reorderings, causing a wide variance in performance
due to different accidental collisions in microarchitectural structures. By measuring the
resulting adverse microarchitectural events, we can build a performance model for the
program and microarchitecture.
3.2.1 Instruction Addresses in Microarchitectural Structures
Program interferometry exploits the fact that several microarchitectural structures use
a hash of instruction and data addresses. For example:
1. A 128-set instruction cache with 64 byte blocks would likely use bits 6 through 12
of the instruction address as the set index.
2. A branch direction predictor might index a table of counters using a combination of
branch history and branch address bits.
3. A branch target buffer (BTB) or indirect branch predictor would use lower-order bits
of the branch address to index a table of branch targets.
Sometimes addresses will accidentally collide in some microarchitectural structure.
For example, conflict misses in the instruction cache occur when the number of blocks
mapping to a particular set exceeds the associativity of the cache. Although this phe-
nomenon has been studied in academic research, most compilers do not optimize to protect
against these kinds of conflicts.
Compiler writers are aware of uses of instruction addresses and write compilers to
exploit these uses. For instance, a common heuristic is to align the target of a branch on a
boundary divisible by the number of bytes in a fetch block to allow the fetch beginning at
that target to read the maximum number of instruction bytes in one cycle.
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3.2.2 A Wide Range in Performance
These accidental conflicts result in adverse microarchitectural events such as branch
mispredictions, cache misses, BTB misses, etc. A particular code and data placement will
result in a particular number of accidental collisions with a particular impact on perfor-
mance. A different layout will result in a difference impact on performance. By exploring
a wide range of layouts, we can force a wide range of adverse performance events to take
place and explore a wide range of performances.
3.2.3 Causing Collisions
To generate many random but plausible code layouts, we extend the technique of
Mytkowicz et al. [54], i.e., object-file reordering. We compile each benchmark once,
lowering it to assembly language files. Then we produce executables with hundreds of
different code reorderings. We then reorder procedures within assembly files, assemble
the files, and then link with different randomly-generated order of the object files. The
linker lays code out in the order in which it is encountered on the command line, so each
random procedure and object-file ordering results in a different code layout.
We execute each resulting executable five times, collecting performance monitoring
counter information such as number of instructions committed, number of branch mis-
predictions, number of clock cycles, etc. We take the performance monitoring counter
statistics that gave the median performance. Details of our infrastructure are given in Sec-
tion 3.3
3.2.4 Making Predictions
Once the performance monitoring counter information has been collected, we can be-
gin using statistical tools to build a performance model. We use least-squares linear re-
gression to estimate the relationship between various microarchitectural events and perfor-
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mance outcomes. For instance, for the plots in the Introduction, we found a regression line
of CPI = 0.02799 ∗ MPKI + 0.51667. That is, we use the MPKI to predict the CPI. For
a range of MPKI values, we also 95% computed confidence intervals and prediction inter-
vals. A 95% confidence interval has a 95% chance of containing the true regression line,
i.e., of all the data collected, the line that best illustrates the linear relationship between
CPI and MPKI has a 95% chance of being in that confidence interval [48]. The larger 95%
prediction interval has a 95% chance of containing all of the observations (i.e. CPIs) that
would be encountered in a given domain (i.e. set of MPKIs).
3.2.5 When Things Go Wrong
Some benchmarks do not give a wide range in performance under code reordering,
or the range in performance cannot be explained by events related to the instruction ad-
dress. For each type of prediction we would like to make for a given benchmark, we
first determine whether there is significant correlation between the dependent variable and
independent variables. We use Student’s t-test with the null hypothesis “there is no cor-
relation,” i.e., if we cannot reject the null hypothesis, then we cannot say whether there is
any correlation between the events observed [48]. For the 23 SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks
that compiled in our infrastructure, estimating CPI with MPKI, the null hypothesis was
rejected at p = 0.05 or less for 20 benchmarks. In other words, for the great majority of
the benchmarks, we determined that there was at least a 95% chance that program interfer-
ometry found significant correlation between CPI and MPKI. For the other benchmarks,
there was not enough range of MPKI to predict CPI.
3.3 Experimental Methodology
This section describes the experimental methodology used for the interferometry tech-
nique.
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3.3.1 Compiler
We use the Camino compiler infrastructure [20]. This system is a post-processor for
the Gnu Compiler Collection (GCC) version 4.2.4. C, C++, and FORTRAN programs
are compiled into assembly language, the assembly language is instrumented by Camino,
and the result is assembled and linked into an executable. Camino features a number
of profiling passes and optimizations, but for this study we implement and use only the
profiling and instrumentation pass described below. All of the executables produced for
this study target the x86 64 instruction set.
3.3.2 Benchmarks
We use the SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks for this study. Of the 29 benchmarks, 23
compile and run without errors with our compiler infrastructure. These benchmarks are
listed in the x-axes of several graphs in later sections.
3.3.3 Generating Random Code Reorderings
Each benchmark is compiled once from C/C++/FORTRAN into assembly. The Camino
infrastructure is then used to reorder procedures within files and then assemble the files into
object code files. The resulting object files are randomly reordered and linked to make an
executable. Camino accepts a seed to a pseudo-random number generator to generates
pseudo-random but reproducible orderings of procedures and object files.
3.3.4 System
We perform our study using four Dell systems with identical configurations running
the 64-bit version of Ubuntu Linux 8.04 Server and a custom compiled kernel with per-
formance monitoring counter support. Each system contains two quad-core Intel Xeon
E5440 processors. The Intel processor 5400 Series are based on 45nm Enhanced Intel
Core Microarchitecture. Each processor has 16GB of SDRAM and 12MB second level
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cache. Each core in the Intel Xeon E5440 processor has 32KB instruction cache and a
32KB data cache. The branch predictor of the Intel Xeon E5440 is not documented, but
through reverse-engineering experiments we have determined that it is likely to contain a
hybrid of a GAs-style branch predictor and a bimodal branch predictor [90, 75, 13].
3.3.5 Running with Performance Monitoring Counters
We measure a number of performance monitoring counters using the perfex com-
mand found in the PAPI performance monitoring package [50]. The Intel Xeon processor
allows up to two user-defined microarchitectural events to be counted simultaneously. We
are interested in more than two events, so we make multiple runs of each benchmark to
collect all of the desired counters. We group the counters into three sets of two. For each
set we run each benchmark five times and take the measurements given by the run with
the median number of cycles. Only the microarchitectural events that occur while user
code is running are counted, thus the impact of system events is minimized. We collect
the following statistics: 1) Retired branches mispredicted, 2) Retired x86 instructions ex-
cluding exceptions and interrupts, 3) L1 instruction cache misses, 4) L2 cache misses, and
5) Elapsed clock cycles.
From these counters, we can derive other statistics such as cycles-per-instruction (CPI),
branch mispredictions per 1000 instructions (MPKI), various cache miss rates, etc.
Although each system is configured identically and each core has the same microarchi-
tecture, we use the Linux taskset command to make sure that each benchmark always
runs on the same core to eliminate the effect of possible slight differences among the
cores. Each run is performed on an otherwise quiescent system with as many system ser-
vices stopped as possible without compromising the ability to access remote files and log
in remotely. Stack address randomization, a security feature that resists stack-smashing
attacks, is disabled to minimize performance variance not due to code placement.
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3.3.6 Simulation
We develop several branch predictor simulators. We implement these as a tool in
Pin [45]. We then run pin on the same executables that we run natively. Our Pin tool
instruments each branch with a callback to code that simulates a set of branch predictors.
The tool counts the number of branches executed and the number of branches mispredicted
for each predictor simulated.
3.3.7 Timing Concerns
Many of the SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks run for over 30 minutes on the first ref
input. For this study, we have executed each of the 23 benchmarks at least 100 times
on a set of 4 computers. To facilitate this study, we instrument the benchmarks such
that under native execution they run for up to approximately two minutes each. To do
this, we implement a two-pass profiling and instrumentation pass in the Camino compiler.
The first pass inserts instrumentation that collects information about each procedure. The
benchmark is allowed to run for two minutes. Then the collected information is analyzed
to find a procedure with a low dynamic count that is also executed near the end of the two-
minute run. The second pass of the compiler instruments only that procedure such that
when it is executed the same number of times as before, the program is ended. The first
instrumentation has low overhead, thus the resulting executable runs for approximately
two minutes. The second instrumentation affects a low-frequency procedure and takes
two x86 instructions, thus it has negligible overhead. All of the executables in this study
are compiled from this second instrumentation, or are from benchmarks that naturally run
for less than two minutes. Because we are counting procedures and not elapsed time, each
run of a benchmark executes the same number of user instructions.
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3.4 Estimating Performance by Counting Microarchitectural Events
This section shows the potential of program interferometry to predict performance.
We develop and evaluate regression models for a number of benchmarks using several
characteristics of program behavior such as branch prediction and cache misses.
3.4.1 Assigning Blame
Code reordering can elicit a wide range of CPIs for our benchmarks. Here, we de-
termine how much blame to place on certain microarchitectural structures for the perfor-
mance variance. We focus on what we believe to be the microarchitectural events most
likely to be affected by code placement: 1) Branch mispredictions. Conditional branch
predictors use the address of an instruction to index one or more tables. Branches may
conflict with one another in these tables leading to aliasing [49] causing branch prediction
accuracy to suffer. 2) L1 instruction cache misses. The Intel Xeon Core has a 32KB 8-way
set associative instruction cache. If nine or more frequently used blocks map to the same
set, there will be frequent cache misses. 3) L2 cache misses.
We also use multi-linear regression to develop a combined model that takes into ac-
count all three of these events in the hope that a combined model will be more accurate
than using one of the observations by itself.
Using r2, the coefficient of determination, we can determine what portion of perfor-
mance is due to a particular microarchitectural event. Figure 3.2 shows the cumulative
r2 for each of the three events, as well as r2 for the combined regression model. On av-
erage, 27% of the CPI difference between different code reorderings can be explained by
branch misprediction.Some benchmarks are more sensitive; for instance, 84.2% of the CPI
variance of 462.libquantum is due to branch mispredictions.
The average bar for the combined model does not reach exactly the same height as that
of the sum of the three measurements. This is because the three measurements are not
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Figure 3.2: Coefficient of determination showing how much of each type of event accounts
for overall performance.
altogether independent of one another; for instance, in some cases, a branch mispredic-
tion might cause an L1 cache event, sometimes causing cache pollution and other times
causing prefetching. It must be emphasized that the correlation we report between mi-
croarchitectural events and performance is with respect to code ordering. Other changes
to the execution environment would show other correlations.
3.4.2 Establishing Statistical Significance
Clearly many benchmarks’ performance show correlation with microarchitectural events.
However, we must ask whether the correlation is statistically significant. We use Student’s
t-test to determine statistical significance. For each of the three measurements as well as
the combined model we attempt to reject the null hypothesis that there is no correlation.
The value p ≤ 0.05 for the t-test is traditionally accepted as proof of statistical signifi-
cance. For the combined model we use the F-test p ≤ 0.05 instead of the t-test, as the
t-test is appropriate for single-variable linear regression models.
3.4.3 Number of Samples
For some benchmarks, the effect of code reordering on performance is harder to detect
than for others. To establish statistical significance for as many benchmarks as possible,
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we sample a number of code reorderings in multiples of 100 until the benchmark is able
to reject the null hypothesis, or until by inspection we determine that the benchmark is
unlikely to reject the null hypothesis with a much larger number of samples. Most bench-
marks reject the null hypothesis within the first 100 samples. Some take 200 samples,
and a few require 300 samples. We do not discard any data when building or testing our
regression models: we use the data from each reordering.
Event
L1 L2
Benchmark Branch I-Cache Cache Combined
Name MPKI Misses Misses Estimator
400.perlbench yes yes - yes
401.bzip2 yes yes - yes
403.gcc yes yes yes yes
410.bwaves - - - -
416.gamess yes - yes yes
429.mcf yes - - yes
433.milc - - - -
434.zeusmp yes - - -
435.gromacs yes - - yes
436.cactusADM - - yes yes
444.namd yes - - yes
445.gobmk yes yes - yes
450.soplex yes yes yes yes
454.calculix yes - - yes
456.hmmer yes - - yes
459.GemsFDTD yes - - -
462.libquantum yes - yes yes
464.h264ref yes - - yes
465.tonto yes yes - yes
471.omnetpp yes - - yes
473.astar yes - yes yes
482.sphinx3 yes - - yes
483.xalancbmk yes - - yes
Table 3.1: “Yes” means that the null hypothesis of “no correlation” is rejected with p ≤
0.05, i.e., with 95% probability, the given measurement is correlated with CPI.
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Table 3.1 shows “yes” for each combination of measurement and benchmark where
the null hypothesis can be rejected with at most p = 0.05, i.e., with 95% probability there
is correlation between CPI and the measurement for that benchmark.
3.4.4 Blame the Branch Predictor
Of the 23 benchmarks, 20 show significant correlation between CPI and branch pre-
diction. No other measurement consistently shows statistically significant correlation with
CPI. The combined estimator does not increase the number of benchmarks showing signif-
icant correlation, and indeed two benchmarks that show significant linear correlation with
MPKI through the t-test fail to reject the null hypothesis for the F-test with the combined
model and multiple linear regression. Thus, in this paper we focus our attention on branch
prediction.
3.4.5 A Linear Performance Model
We use least-squares linear regression to derive branch prediction performance models
for the Average Model and each of the benchmarks that passed the hypothesis testing
phase. For each benchmark, we find the best fit of the observed data to a regression line
y = mx + b where y is CPI and x is MPKI. The slope (m) gives the cost for performance
of one additional MPKI and the y-intercept (b) gives the predicted average CPI for perfect
branch prediction, i.e. 0 MPKI.
We also derive 95% confidence intervals and 95% prediction intervals for the regres-
sion lines. Figure 3.1 in the Introduction shows the regression line and intervals for
400.perlbench and 471.omnetpp. The confidence interval has a 95% chance of
containing the true regression line for the data observed. The much wider prediction in-
terval has a 95% chance of containing future observations. Thus, we can be 95% sure
that the CPI of 471.omnetpp with perfect branch prediction would be between 1.86
and 1.94. Table 3.2 shows the slopes and y-intercepts found by linear regression for each
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benchmark. It also shows the high and low prediction intervals for perfect prediction.
Benchmark Slope y-intercept Low High
400.perlbench 0.028 0.517 0.488 0.546
401.bzip2 0.017 0.596 0.485 0.708
403.gcc 0.028 1.839 1.796 1.882
416.gamess 0.041 0.548 0.519 0.577
429.mcf 0.019 4.675 4.531 4.819
434.zeusmp 0.373 0.863 0.813 0.913
435.gromacs 0.020 0.811 0.795 0.827
444.namd 0.033 0.620 0.551 0.689
445.gobmk 0.019 0.643 0.515 0.771
450.soplex 0.016 1.822 1.741 1.904
454.calculix 0.023 0.461 0.460 0.463
456.hmmer 0.041 0.203 0.032 0.375
459.GemsFDTD 0.516 1.229 1.189 1.269
462.libquantum 0.022 1.432 1.431 1.433
464.h264ref 0.032 0.466 0.451 0.481
465.tonto 0.027 0.632 0.617 0.647
471.omnetpp 0.036 1.901 1.860 1.941
473.astar 0.022 2.373 2.289 2.456
482.sphinx3 0.036 0.916 0.798 1.034
483.xalancbmk 0.029 1.914 1.881 1.947
Table 3.2: Least-squares regression model relating branch prediction to performance.
Shows high and low prediction intervals for perfect prediction i.e. 0 MPKI.
3.5 Estimating Branch Prediction Performance
This section presents results of simulation experiments using program interferometry
to predict the performance impact of changes to the branch predictor. We use the perfor-
mance model derived with program interferometry to predict the performance given by
several predictors.
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Figure 3.3: MPKI of real and simulated branch predictors.
3.5.1 Branch Prediction Simulation
The Pin tool instruments each branch with a callback to code that simulates a set of
branch predictors. The tool counts the number of branches executed and the number of
branches mispredicted for each predictor simulated.
3.5.2 Impact of Mispredictions on Performance
We explore only those benchmarks that were demonstrated in the previous section to
be suitable for program interferometry (i.e. those with “yes” in Table 3.1). Figure 3.3
shows the average MPKI for various branch predictors simulated with Pin as well as the
average MPKI from the real Intel Xeon branch predictor. These data are averaged over 100
different pseudo-randomly generated code reorderings. For each benchmark, these are the
same first 100 reorderings used for the performance monitoring counter measurements.
Pin runs only once for each reordering; since we control the initial conditions of the simu-
lator and Pin is not affected by system-level events, there is no variance in the simulation
result. We simulate GAs branch predictors [90] ranging in size from 2KB to 16KB to ex-
plore the effect of decreasing or increasing the hardware budget for the branch predictor.
The average MPKI over all benchmarks and code reorderings for the real branch predictor
is 6.306, compared with 5.729 for a simulated 8KB GAs predictor. A 16KB simulated
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GAs branch predictor yields 5.542 MPKI.
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Figure 3.4: Predicted CPI of real and simulated branch predictors.
Figure 3.4 shows the predicted CPI for the various branch predictors as well as a perfect
(0 MPKI) predictor using the performance model derived in the previous section. Each
point in the graph shows a marker superimposed on error bars giving the 95% prediction
interval for the benchmark’s regression model. For the real branch predictor, the error bars
indicate the tighter confidence interval since the data are observations and not predictions.
Most of the benchmarks have reasonable prediction intervals even for the perfect predictor.
3.5.2.1 Perfect Branch Prediction
The real branch predictor yields an average CPI of 1.387 ± 0.012. The estimated CPI
for perfect prediction is 1.223 ± 0.061. Thus, the performance improvement going from
the current predictor to perfect prediction would be between 7% and 16%, with an average
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of 11.8%.
3.5.2.2 Academic Predictor
The L-TAGE branch predictor is currently the most accurate branch predictor in the
academic literature [72]. We simulate this predictor using Pin and estimate the CPI yielded
using our regression models. On average, L-TAGE yields 3.995 MPKI, compared with
6.306 MPKI for the real Intel predictor, an improvement of 37%. Our regression model
estimates that this predictor would yield an average 1.320± 0.03 CPI, an improvement of
between 2.4% to 6.8%, with an average of 4.8%. Several different sized GAs predictors are
also shown. GAs predictors are simple global predictors uses in current microprocessors.
The accuracy of GAs improves as its size grows.
3.5.2.3 Practical Concerns
We do not suggest that Intel should or should not replace their predictor with some
other predictor. There are other concerns such as access latency to the prediction table that
would guide such a decision. Our tool allows exploring the performance impact of hypo-
thetical predictors before the decision is taken to spend design effort to accommodate them
in a microarchitecture. For instance, it is possible that Intel could spare an extra 24KB for
the L-TAGE branch predictor, but that the access latency and design complexity for such a
structure might exceed the time allowed for branch prediction resulting in an unacceptable
pipeline bubble. The design effort to include latency mitigating techniques [28] might
not be worth the improvement in performance or delay in time to market. Nevertheless,
our tool allows a quick way of evaluating many potential branch predictors for a given
microarchitecture.
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4. EXPLORING PERFORMANCE VARIANCE TO REDUCE WRITE-INDUCED
INTERFERENCE*
Memory access latency is a major performance bottleneck. A LLC miss can stall the
pipeline and require hundreds of cycles of delay. Memory write requests compete with
read requests for the available memory resources, increasing the average service time of
read requests. When a write request is in service, subsequent read requests to the same
rank must wait the completion of the write as well as the bus turnaround time. This write-
induced interference has a significant impact on system performance [55] [86]∗
Figure 4.1 shows read latency normalized to conventional writeback on a quad-core
processor for perfect writeback [85]∗. Perfect writeback assumes memory write access
does not cause any interference to read access, which is the optimal case. we can see the
read latency for perfect writeback is 74.6% of conventional writeback. Thus, 25.4% of the
read latency suffered by conventional writeback is caused by write-induced interference.
Therefore, the write-induced interference significantly degrade the system performance.
There are two aspects to reducing write-induced interference. First, we must consider
when to schedule the write requests [77]. System performance is sensitive to memory
read latency, so write requests should be scheduled to have minimal interference with read
requests. Second, we must consider how to schedule the write requests. Write requests
should be scheduled in a way that they can be serviced by DRAM efficiently.
In a conventional writeback policy, dirty cache blocks are sent to the write buffer when
∗ c©2012 Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. Reprinted by permission, from Zhe Wang, Samira
M. Khan, and Daniel A. Jime´nez. 2012. Rank idle time prediction driven last-level cache write-
back. In Proceedings of the 2012 ACM SIGPLAN Workshop on Memory Systems Performance
and Correctness (MSPC ’12). ACM, New York, NY, USA, 21-29. DOI=10.1145/2247684.2247690
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2247684.2247690.
∗ c©2012 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Zhe Wang; Samira, M. Khan; Daniel, A. Jime´nez, ”Im-
proving writeback efficiency with decoupled last-write prediction,” Computer Architecture (ISCA), 2012
39th Annual International Symposium, June 2012
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Figure 4.1: Read latency using conventional writeback and perfect writeback techniques
in quard-core processor
they are evicted from the LLC. Write requests in the write buffer are scheduled for service
according to the buffer management policy. However, the write buffer only has a small
number of entries due to design complexity and power efficiency, limiting the ability to
schedule high locality write requests as well as the possibility to flexible adjust read/write
priority.
LLC writeback techniques [42, 77] have been proposed to expand write resources using
near least recently used (LRU) position of the LLC. Eager writeback [42] sends dirty cache
blocks in the LRU position to DRAM for service when the rank is idle, thus re-distributing
write requests. The virtual write queue (VWQ) [77] issues scheduled writebacks from
near the LRU position in the LLC to improve writeback efficiency. To reducing write-
induced interference, both eager writeback and VWQ techniques issue write requests to
memory when no read requests target the same rank. Unfortunately, these techniques
have no knowledge about when the next read request will come. If a read request comes
soon after a write request is issued, the write will still impose large penalty on the read.
Additionally, the previous LLC writeback techniques depend on the recency levels of LLC
replacement policy. Thus, these techniques can not work with LLC replacement policies
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with no distinct recency levels, such as not recently used (NRU) and random replacement
policy.
The memory access pattern exhibits significant variance. Memory read requests tend
to come in bursts. The DRAM can busy service the memory requests for a while then idle
for a while. Additionally, in modern DDRx-based systems, multiple memory controllers
and multiple ranks are used to service memory requests in parallel. Due to workload
characteristics and load imbalance, some ranks often have idle cycles while the application
is running.
By exploring the memory access variance, we develop the prediction driven last-level
cache writeback (LLC) technique. We propose a rank idle time prediction driven LLC
writeback technique. This technique send the scheduled writebacks into the DRAM dur-
ing the long rank idle period, thus minimizing the delay it caused to the following read
requests. We also propose a last-write prediction driven LLC writeback technique. The
technique improves the writeback efficiency by increasing the write scheduling space. It
is completely decoupled with LLC replacement policy , thus it can work with any LLC
replacement policy. Our techniques significantly reduce the write-induced interference.
4.1 Rank Idle Time Prediction Driven Last-Level Cache Writeback
4.1.1 Description
The rank idle time prediction driven LLC writeback technique fills DRAM idle rank
cycles with scheduled writeback requests. The technique predicts when there will be long
stretches of idle rank cycles and issues scheduled writeback requests in those stretches
of times such that significant interference with subsequent read requests in the same rank
will not occur. This technique contrasts with eager writeback, which has no knowledge
about how long the bus idle cycles might last and can issue writeback requests in short idle
cycles that still cause large writeback penalties to subsequent read requests.
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Figure 4.2: System structure
Figure 4.2 illustrates the structure of our technique. A two-level predictor is used
to predict long stretches of idle rank cycles for a given rank. The two-level predictor
is composed of two predictors making predictions at different times to predict whether
there will be significant idle rank time for a particular rank. Each rank has one two-level
predictor. Thus, the number of two-level rank idle predictors for a DRAM system is equal
to the number of ranks this system has. A sequence of scheduled dirty cache blocks that
are generated by the Cache Cleaner [77] are written back during a predicted long idle
period.
4.1.2 Address Mapping
The baseline address mapping scheme we use in our system is the page interleaving
scheme. The cache line interleaving mapping scheme maps consecutive physical addresses
to different channels and ranks. This mapping scheme will cause read requests to go to
different ranks frequently and produce fragmented short idle cycles which might be too
short to compensate for large write-induced interference.
Compared with the cache line interleaving mapping scheme, the baseline mapping
scheme tends to collect small chunks of idle rank cycles into large runs. Thus, the long
idle cycles can be used to write back dirty cache blocks. The service of write requests and
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foo( ) {
for ( int k=0; k<100; k++) {
foo1( );
foo2( );
foo3( );
 }}
foo1( ) {
for ( int i=0; i<100; i++)
sumA=+A[i]; LLC Miss,  Rank 0
for ( int j=0; j<200; j++)
sumB=+B[j]; LLC Miss,  Rank 1
}
sum=sumA+sumB;
Figure 4.3: Example of memory access
read requests are isolated from one another during this long idle time, increasing the bus
utilization and reducing the write-induced interference. Our technique prefers to map the
rank ID and channel ID bits higher than the row ID bits.
4.1.3 Two-Level Rank Idle Time Predictor
The two-level rank idle predictor is used to predict long idle rank periods. The tech-
nique works well with applications that have long stretches of idle rank cycles, especially
for DRAM system with multiple ranks. For DRAM system with multiple ranks, memory
access can conflict in some ranks and leave other ranks idle.
The rank idle time predictor is a program counter (PC) based predictor inspired by the
PC-based sampler dead block predictor (SDBP) [32]. The SDBP uses PC information to
accurately predict whether an LLC block is “dead,” i.e. whether it will be accessed again
before being evicted. The design of the rank idle time predictor is based on the observation
that if there is a long idle rank period after an instruction related to a LLC miss when there
are no read requests in that rank, there is a high probability that the same behavior will be
observed the next time this instruction causes a miss in the LLC with no read requests in
that rank.
Figure 4.3 shows an example of memory access. Function foo calls function foo1
iteratively. In function foo1, we assume the physical address of A[0] − A[100] map to
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rank zero in DRAM and access to A[i] always LLC misses. Similarly, assuming physical
address of B[0] − B[200] map to rank one in DRAM and access to B[i] always LLC
misses. This is a practical assumption, because the consecutive physical address have
high probability of mapping to the same rank. After a miss in the LLC at the instruction
that loads A[99], the data flow will go into accessing data B[i] which map to rank one.
Therefore, there will be a long idle period in rank zero. After several iterations in foo,
the predictor learns the access pattern related to the instruction that loads A[99]. The next
time, when there are no read requests in rank zero and there is a miss in the LLC at the
same instruction loading data A[99], the predictor will predict that rank zero will be idle
for a long period.
4.1.3.1 Making Prediction
PC xor Thread ID
Rank Idle Cycle
Counter
Prediction results
First−Level Predictor
Second−Level Predictor
Prediction results
two−bit counter
 two−bit counter
Figure 4.4: A two-level rank idle time predictor
Each rank has a two-level predictor. The structure is shown in Figure 4.4. Two levels
are used so that if the first predictor mispredicts a long idle period, the second predictor has
another chance to predict this long idle period. The two predictors have the same structure,
make their predictions at different times, and update at the same time. The prediction
state consists of a table of two-bit saturating counters, much like a branch predictor. The
predictor table is indexed by the address (PC) of the instruction and the thread number.
The PC is that of the last instruction before the rank becomes idle. The predictor makes a
prediction according to the high bit of the selected counter: long idle time if the bit is one,
short idle time if the bit is zero. The rank idle cycle counter is used to count the number of
idle cycles. This number is used to choose the predictor to make a prediction and update
the predictor.
4.1.3.2 Prediction Driven Writeback Mechanism
Figure 4.5 shows the prediction driven writeback mechanism. As soon as a rank be-
comes idle, the first-level predictor makes a prediction about whether there will be read
requests coming to that rank in the next m cycles. A sequence of s scheduled dirty cache
blocks will be written back to DRAM during the predicted m idle cycles. In the DRAM
system with eight-bank per rank, we choose s = 8 to maximize the bank-level parallelism
when servicing the write requests. The parameter m is related to s; we want to make sure
m can cover most of the service time of s scheduled dirty cache blocks.
Figure 4.6 shows the time to make a prediction during the idle rank cycles. Assuming
the rank is idle from time t1, the rank idle cycle counter starts to count the rank idle cycles
and the first predictor makes a prediction at time t1. If the prediction result from the first
level predictor P1 is false (i.e., no long idle time predicted) and there are no read requests
coming after n idle cycles, the second level predictor P2 is used to make a prediction.
If the prediction result is true, s scheduled dirty cache blocks will be send to DRAM for
service.
If both of the prediction results are false, but the idle rank time is longer than a thresh-
old k, s scheduled dirty cache blocks are written back. This optimization comes from the
observation that if there are rank idle cycles longer than k, there is a high probability that
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function PredDrivenSched
begin
if rank idle cycles == 1 then
prediction = first predictor predict
end
else if rank idle cycles == n
prediction=second predictor predict
end
else if rank idle cycles == k
prediction = true
end
if prediction == true then
call check writeback
end
end
function check writeback
if rank idle cycles == 0 then
return
end
else if (prediction == true&&write issued == s)
call schedule writeback
end
call add event(check writeback, write issued == s)
end
Figure 4.5: Rank idle time prediction driven writeback scheduling algorithm
the idle cycles are also longer than k +m.
If either of the predictor results is true or the idle rank period is longer than the thresh-
old k, the system will monitor the service of the write requests. If all of the previous s
write requests have been finished service. and there are still no read requests coming in,
another group of s scheduled dirty cache blocks will be sent to the DRAM system for
service.
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k cycles
P1
n cycles
t1 t2
P2
t3
timeline
Figure 4.6: Prediction timeline
4.1.3.3 Predictor Update
The predictor will be updated when a read request comes and the rank is idle. If the idle
rank cycles counted by the rank idle cycle counter are larger than m, the two-bit counter
in the first-level predictor indexed by the the last PC and thread ID encountered before the
rank was idle will be incremented; otherwise it will be decremented. If there are more than
m+n idle rank cycles, the corresponding two-bit counter in the second-level predictor will
be incremented, otherwise it will be decremented.
Why does the rank idle time predictor work in multi-core systems The memory access
patterns of most applications have spatial locality. Our technique is applied to the address
mapping scheme that maps the rank and channel bits higher than the column bits, so the
application tends to access a certain rank for a while before switching to another rank. In
the modern DDRx memory systems, multiple controllers and multiple ranks are used to
service the memory requests in parallel, thus in a lengthy stretch, only a small number
of applications access a certain rank. Therefore, the memory access pattern for a certain
rank is repeatable and predictable. Additionally, the rank idle predictor only makes the
prediction when the rank starts to become idle, i.e., when all of the programs leave a rank
idle. From our observation, the memory read accesses tend to come in bursts. The same
program behavior that leads to one burst tends to lead to other bursts, as well as those
bursts ending.
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Figure 4.7: SSV structure
4.1.4 LLC Writeback Policy
The LLC writeback policy searches for dirty cache blocks near the LRU position in the
LLC and sends a sequence of scheduled dirty cache blocks to the write buffer. Scheduled
writebacks are used because scheduled write requests map to memory resources in a way
that can be serviced more efficiently.
In our implementation, a cache block is considered “near the LRU position” if it resides
in the bottom eighth of the LRU recency stack [77]. We incorporate the rank idle time
predictor into the LLC parallelism-aware writeback policy.
The LLC parallelism-aware writeback policy searches the dirty cache blocks in the
LLC that target to the same rank but different banks. Compared with LLC writeback
policy of VWQ, which exhaustively searches the row-hitting cache blocks in the related
cache sets in the direction of Cache Cleaner [77], our scheme does not need to search
a large amount of cache sets and perform tag matching, thus consuming less power and
searching time.
The Cache Cleaner [77] uses a Search Set Vector (SSV) to help searching dirty cache
blocks in the LLC that could be serviced more efficiently when mapping to the DRAM
resources. Figure 4.7 shows a simple example of the SSV table with a 32-sets LLC and a
single rank, eight-bank per rank DRAM system. Each bank has an entry in the SSV table
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while each cache set that maps to this bank has a bit in the vector that is saved in this bank
entry. When a dirty cache block is moved close to the LRU position, the bit in the SSV
corresponding to this particular set will be set to one signifying that this set has a dirty
cache block near the LRU position. Thus, when searching the dirty cache blocks in the
LLC that target to different banks of the same bank, the cache set that has a bit set in its
SSV entry will be issued, thus reducing the search time.
In the parallelism-aware scheduling scheme, when the predictor predicts a long idle
period, a group of dirty cache blocks composed of the writeback requests to this idle rank
but different banks are sent out to the DRAM system. In Figure 4.7, dirty cache blocks in
the cache sets correspond to the bits in a vertical pattern are in the first group. If the rank is
still idle after all the write requests in the group have been finished service, another group
of dirty cache blocks in the horizontal pattern will be sent out to the DRAM system. Most
modern DDRx systems use an eight-bank per rank memory configuration. Therefore,
when more than one group of scheduled write requests are issued during the idle rank
period, the rank resource access latency can be overlapped by bus burst cycles, reducing
the average write request service time.
If the number of write requests in the write buffer is larger than a threshold, and there
are no predicted long idle periods, the write requests will be sent to the DRAM for service
whenever the rank is idle or the write buffer is full.
4.1.5 Storage Overhead
For each rank, we use a two-level rank idle predictor. Both levels are the same size.
Each predictor has 8K entries and each entry has a two-bit counter. Thus, the total storage
for the two-level rank idle predictor is 4K bytes. For an eight-core, 16M and 16-way LLC,
the storage for SSV table is 2K bytes. Therefore, the total storage for the memory system
with two memory controllers, two-rank per channel and four-rank per channel are 18K
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bytes, 34K bytes, respectively. Both of them are less than 0.3% of the capacity of the 16M
LLC.
4.2 Last-Write Prediction Driven Last-Level Cache Writeback
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Figure 4.8: System structure
We propose a last-write prediction driven (LWPD) LLC writeback policy. Figure 4.8
shows the structure of our technique. A last-write predictor (LWP) is proposed to predict
last-write blocks once they access the LLC. A last-write buffer is used to track predicted
last-write blocks. Write requests in the last-write buffer as well as the write buffer are avail-
able to memory controller for scheduling. The LWPD writeback policy has the following
advantages: 1) re-distributing the memory requests and balancing the memory bandwidth
2) expanding the scheduling space of memory controller, maintaining row-buffer hits and
bank-level parallelism locality, and 3) completely decoupling from cache replacement pol-
icy allowing it to be applied to any LLC replacement policy.
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4.2.1 Last-Write Predictor
The last-write predictor is used to predict last-write blocks in the LLC. It is composed
of a lightweight LLC write simulator and a prediction table. Once a dirty block is evicted
from the core cache and accesses the LLC, the last-write predictor consults the prediction
table to make a prediction. The instruction PC related to the dirty block is hashed to index
the prediction table to get the prediction result. A LLC write simulator is used to update
the prediction table according to the simulated write behavior of the LLC.
The last-write predictor is a PC-based predictor. It is based on the observation that if
an instruction PC leads to the last write access to one block, then there is a high probability
that the next time this instruction is reached it will also lead to a last-write block. For a
writeback cache, once a dirty block is evicted from the core cache, it has no PC information
with it. Thus, a PC field is associated with each core block. Once a write accesses the core
cache, the PC related to this write will be stored with the block.
4.2.1.1 Prediction Table
The prediction table uses skewed organization [32, 49] to reduce the impact of conflicts
in the table. It consists of three tables, each indexed by a different hash of 16-bits partial
PC. Each entry in the table has a two-bit saturating counter. Once a dirty block is evicted
from the core cache and accesses the LLC, the LWP predicts whether or not this dirty
block is a last-write block. The prediction decision is based on the sum of the counter
values for all three tables that indexed by different hashes of the PC related to this dirty
block: if the sum is greater than a threshold, then it is a last-write block. The prediction
table is updated by the LLC write simulator.
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Figure 4.9: Behavior of the LLC write simulator
4.2.1.2 LLC Write Simulator
The LLC write simulator simulates the write behavior of the LLC and updates the
prediction table. To reduce overhead, only a few sets of the LLC are represented. LLC
sets are sampled; there is one simulated set for every 16 cache sets. Only partial tags are
represented since simulator correctness is not required; in practice, we find 16 bits of tag
leads to >99% accuracy with respect to full tags. Of course, no data are represented. The
LLC write simulator only simulates the write behavior of the LLC, i.e. missing reads from
memory are not placed in the simulator. The write accesses of the LLC account for about
1/3 of total number of accesses on average in the memory intensive SPEC CPU 2006
benchmarks. Thus, the write simulator can use a smaller associativity compared with the
LLC. The associativity of the LLC simulator is 6 while the associativity of the LLC is 16.
Each entry in the simulator set has a partial tag field, a partial write PC field, a valid bit
and an LRU recency field. When a write accesses a sampled LLC set, it also accesses the
simulator simultaneously. The corresponding sampled set is searched for an entry with a
matching tag; if there is a miss in the simulator, an entry is allocated using an LRU victim
entry. LRU is used in the simulator, but since the associativity and number of sampled
sets are low, the implementation of LRU is far more feasible than in the LLC [32]. The
simulator also updates the prediction table. When a read accesses the simulator, if it is a
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hit, the LRU recency will be updated. If it is a miss, the simulator will do nothing. Read
access to the simulator updates the recency information for synchronizing the behavior of
the simulator with the LLC, while the write access also needs to update the predictor.
Figure 4.9 illustrates the set behavior of the write simulator. Assuming a four-entry
set, the box on the left side shows the LRU stack of the partial tag field. The box on the
right side shows the partial write PC corresponding to the same entry with the partial tag
on the left side. The PC for write access on the left in Figure 4.9 is the partial PC related
to the evicted dirty block from the core cache.
At beginning, partial tags at, bt, ct, dt of blocks a, b, c, d and their related PCs are
reside in the set entries. First, request “read b” accesses the simulator, it is a read hit, so
it updates the LRU recency of block b to the MRU position. Since it is a read access, the
prediction table is not updated. Then, request “write c” accesses the simulator. It is a write
hit meaning that PC3 leads to a dirty block that could rewritten again before it is evicted.
Thus, we update the entry in prediction table that indexed by PC3 using ’not last-write’,
and update the LRU recency of block c to MRU position. Then request “write e” accesses
the set. It is a miss, so we replace d with e since PC4 leads to a last-write block d that
did not access again before it is evicted. Thus, we update the entry in prediction table that
indexed by PC4 using ’last-write’. Finally, request “read f” accesses the set. It is a read
miss, so the simulator does nothing.
The write simulator itself uses LRU replacement policy, but it can also accurately
simulate the last-write behavior for LLC with other replacement policies. Write accesses
to the write simulator and LLC are the same, thus they have same behavior. Though
the replacement policy in LLC and write simulator may differ, a dirty block in the write
simulator with LRU replacement policy that will not be accessed again before it is evicted
also has a high probability that it will not be accessed again in LLC. Thus, the last-write
predictor is independent of the LLC replacement policy.
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4.2.2 Writeback Mechanism
4.2.2.1 Last-Write Buffer
In our technique, two buffers are used to hold write requests: the write buffer and
the last-write buffer. The evicted dirty blocks are placed in the write buffer. The last-
write buffer is used to track the predicted last-write blocks in the LLC. When the predictor
predicts a last-write block, the physical address of the predicted last-write block will be
placed into the last-write buffer. The write requests in the write buffer and the last-write
buffer are available for scheduling. Since each entry in the last-write buffer only contains a
64-bit physical address, the data for the write requests are still in the LLC. Thus, memory
read requests do not need to search the last-write buffer for address matching. This allows
the last-write buffer to have many more entries than the write buffer. In our experiment, we
use a 256-entry/channel (256-entry/c) per-rank last-write buffer, i.e. the last-write buffer is
organized by rank and the total number of write buffer entries for a channel is 256 entries.
4.2.2.2 Priority Mechanism
An infinite write scheduling space would be able to always prioritize reads over writes,
thus eliminating all write-induced interference. Given a finite scheduling space, it is better
to prioritize writes over reads such that writes cause less interference to subsequent reads.
In our technique, the service of write requests prioritizes read requests whenever either of
the following conditions is satisfied: 1) The rank is idle and the write buffer has more active
entries than a threshold m, or the last-write buffer has more active entries than a threshold
n. 2) The write buffer or the last-write buffer is full. Condition 1 is to fill rank idle cycles
with writes, reducing the contention between reads and writes. In condition 2, to ensure
the progress of the application, scheduled writes in write buffer must be sent to DRAM
for service when the write buffer is full to avoid pipeline stalls. Once the last-write buffer
is full, the predicted last-write blocks must also be scheduled and sent to DRAM. Thus
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entries in the last-write buffer can be used to hold the next predicted last-write requests.
Given the same group of scheduled write requests, writing them back through condi-
tion 1 imposes a less penalty to subsequent reads than in condition 2. Tracking last-write
blocks using the last-write buffer allows more opportunities to redistribute the write re-
quests into idle rank cycles. The threshold conditions for the write buffer and the last-write
buffer ensure that a large number of scheduling candidates are available to the DRAM con-
troller so they can be scheduled such that they can be efficiently serviced by the DRAM.
4.2.2.3 Scheduling Mechanism
When writes are prioritized over reads, the memory controller will schedule a sequence
of a maximum number of s write requests to DRAM for service. The memory controller
first schedules the row-buffer hit requests for the write with oldest time stamp. If all the
row-buffer hit requests for this write have been scheduled, but the number of scheduled
requests is still less than s, then the requests to the adjacent banks but same rank will
be scheduled. The row-buffer hit and bank-level parallelism requests in the write buffer
have high priority to be scheduled over the requests in the last-write buffer. Choosing the
number of scheduled writebacks each time issued s is a trade off. If we issue fewer, we
cause a high bus turnaround penalty and low row-buffer hit rate. If we issue more, the
subsequent read requests can be delayed for a long time due to the service for writes. We
choose s empirically.
Once the write request in the last-write buffer is ready to issue, it will first search the
LLC for that dirty block according to the physical address in last-write buffer. If it is found
in the LLC, the dirty block will be pulled from the LLC and send to DRAM for service.
Then the corresponding dirty bit for that block will be cleaned. If the block is not found,
then it has been evicted from the LLC, so this entry in the last-write buffer will be freed.
LLC misses tend to occur in bursts. Dirty blocks in or near the LRU position can be
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evicted in a cluster. These writeback data compete for the memory bandwidth with the
data being fetched into LLC, thus degrading system performance. In our technique, the
predicted last-write blocks are exposed to DRAM controller once they access the LLC.
Exposing last-write blocks to the memory controller at the early stage balances the mem-
ory bandwidth, allowing the service of write requests at a time that causes less interference
with read requests.
Write requests in a small scheduling space tend to have low spatial and temporal local-
ity. Servicing write requests with low locality imposes a large penalty on subsequent read
requests. In our technique, the last-write buffer effectively expands the write scheduling
space. The predicted last-write blocks increase the available scheduling candidates. Thus,
our technique increases the possibility of scheduling row-buffer hit and bank-level paral-
lelism write requests. Servicing a sequence of write requests with high locality not only
improve write service efficiency for DRAM, but also reduces the write-imposed penalty
to the subsequent reads.
4.2.3 Storage Overhead
In our technique, each core cache keep a 16 bits partial PC related to each block. For
an eight-core 64 KB data cache, it consumes 16KB of storage. In the LLC write simulator,
each entry keeps a 16 bits partial PC, 16 bits partial tag, 1 valid bit, 3 bits LRU position.
The simulator has 1024 sets and 6 way associativity for a 16M capacity LLC, consuming
27.75KB. The three prediction tables for the skewed dead block predictor are each 4,096
two-bit counters, so they consume 3KB of storage. The dead write buffer has 512 entries,
each entry has a 64 bits partial physical address stored in it, it consumes 4K Bytes. Thus,
the total storage is 16KB+27.75KB+3KB+4KB=50.75KB, which is less than 0.5% of the
16M LLC capacity.
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Execution core 4.8GHZ, eight-core CMP, out of order, 256 entry buffer, 48 entry load queue
44 entry store queue, 4 width issue/decode, 15 stages, 256 physical registers
Caches L1 I-cache: 64KB/2 way, private, 64 bytes block size, LRU, 2-cycle
L1 D-cache: 64KB/2 way, private, 64 bytes block size, LRU, 2-cycle
L2 Cache: 16MB/16 way, shared, 64 bytes block size, LRU, 14-cycle
Main Memory 2 memory controllers, 8 banks per rank, 8K bytes row buffer per-bank
DDR3-1600 11-11-11
Table 4.1: System configuration
4.3 Experimental Methodology
This section outlines the experimental methodology used in this study.
4.3.1 System
Name Symbol Timings Name Symbol Timings
Precharge tRP 11 Burst Length BL 4
Row access strobe tRAS 28 Row to column command delay tRCD 11
Read column address strobe tCL 11 Write column address strobe tCWL 8
Row activate to row activate delay tRRD 6 Row cycle tRC 39
Column address strobe to column address strobe tCCD 4 Read to precharge tRTP 6
Write recovery time tWR 12 Write to read delay time tWTR 6
Four activation window tFAW 24 Rank to rank switching time tRTRS 1
Table 4.2: DDR3-1600 DRAM timing
We use the MARSSx86 [57], a cycle-accurate simulator for X86-64 architecture. The
experiment models an out-of-order eight-core processor with 16M shared LLC. The sys-
tem configuration is shown in Table 4.1. The DRAMsim2 [69] is incorporated into MARSSx86
to simulate a detailed cycle-accurate DRAM system. We configure DRAMsim2 to model
a DDR3-1600 DRAM system with two channels. Table 4.2 shows the detailed timing
constraint for the DDR3-1600 DRAM modeled in our system.
4.3.2 Benchmarks
We use the SPEC CPU2006 [19] benchmarks for this study. Of the 29 SPEC CPU2006
benchmarks, 24 could be compiled and run without errors on MARSSx86. Table 4.3 shows
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Name Benchmarks
mix1 hmmer sphinx3 libquantum GemsFDTD gobmk perlbench lbm astar
mix2 perlbench gobmk namd lbm gamess GemsFDTD xalancbmk cactusADM
mix3 omnetpp hmmer cactusADM xalancbmk GemsFDTD gcc soplex astar
mix4 gromacs astar h264ref lbm omnetpp gcc libquantum calculix
mix5 gobmk tonto zeusmp milc bzip2 mcf hmmer astar
mix6 omnetpp libquantum hmmer sphinx3 bwaves milc xalancbmk calculix
Table 4.3: Multi-core workload mixes
six mixes of these 24 SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks randomly chosen eight at a time. We
use these mixes for eight-core simulation. Each benchmark runs simultaneously with the
others. For each mix, we made a checkpoint by running the one of the memory intensive
benchmarks to a typical phase identified by SimPoint [74]. Then we run the experiment for
2 billion instructions total for all eight cores starting from the checkpoint. Each benchmark
is run with the first ref input provided by the runspec command.
The memory scheduling technique we use for evaluation is First Ready-First Come
First-Served (FR FCFS) [68, 67]. The other memory read scheduling techniques could
also work with our write scheduling optimization, we choose FR FCFS for simplicity.
4.4 Experimental Results for Rank Idle Time Prediction Driven LLC Writeback
Technique
In this section, we give the experimental results of rank idle time prediction driven
LLC writeback studies.
4.4.1 Techniques
We evaluate six techniques for this study. Table 4.4 gives these techniques and a leg-
end for their name. For traditional writeback, we simulated the following write buffer
management policies: 1) writes in the write buffer are sent to the DRAM for service when
the corresponding rank is idle or the write buffer is full, 2) writes in the write buffer are
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Name Technique
CI-CWB Conventional writeback with cache line interleaving mapping scheme
PI-CWB Conventional writeback with page interleaving mapping scheme
PA-WB Parallelism-aware writeback
Eager-WB Eager writeback
VWQ Virtual Write Queue
RITPD-WB Rank Idle Time Prediction Driven LLC Writeback in Section 4.1
Table 4.4: Legend for various writeback techniques.
sent to the DRAM only when the write buffer is full, 3) writes in the write buffer are sent
to DRAM when the corresponding bank is idle or the write buffer is full. Our evaluation
shows the policy 1) yields the best performance. To ensure fairness we choose to use
the policy 1) for conventional writeback evaluation. Both two-rank per channel and four-
rank per channel configurations are evaluated. The size of write buffer is 32-entry in our
experiment.
4.4.2 Performance Analysis
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Figure 4.10: Performance evaluated on eight-core two-rank system
The baseline technique in our evaluation is PI-CWB. Figure 4.10 shows the IPC speedups
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Figure 4.11: Average performance evaluated on two-rank and four-rank systems
normalized to baseline in a simulated eight-core processor with a two-rank DRAM sys-
tem; that is, each channel has two ranks. For each benchmark, we show the speedup of
the first run in the random combination. Benchmarks showing in Figure 4.10 are those
the performance of perfect writeback could be improved more than 10% over the baseline.
Perfect writeback means all write-induced interference is eliminated. If perfect writeback
gives a significant improvement over the baseline for a particular benchmark, that means
the performance of this benchmark has a potential to be improved when using writeback
optimization. In this experiment, for 16 of 24 benchmarks, the performance of perfect
writeback could be improved more than 10% over the baseline. Thus, most of the bench-
marks can benefit from writeback optimization in a multi-core system.
In Figure 4.10, conventional writeback with page interleaving mapping scheme yields
much better performance than conventional writeback with cache line interleaving map-
ping scheme. Therefore, we implement page interleaving mapping scheme in all the other
techniques. From Figure 4.10, we can see RITPD-WB technique outperforms all the other
techniques tested across all the benchmarks. Benchmark libquantum has a performance
improvement as large as 30.0% when using the RITPD-WB technique due to its high
memory access spatial locality. That is, the memory read requests access a particular rank
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consecutively for a long stretch. So if write requests access the busy rank that services
the read requests, there will be significant interference with the read requests. Therefore,
libquantum benefits significantly by using the prediction driven technique to service mem-
ory write requests when the rank is idle.
In Figure 4.10, eager writeback improves performance by a geometric mean speedup
of 4.3%. The performance improvement for the VWQ is 7.3%. Notice that the VWQ tech-
nique we implemented is in an optimal assumption that all the row-hitting write requests
can be transferred back-to-back [77]; that is all the row-hitting dirty cache blocks in the
near LRU position in LLC can be searched and provided during transferring the previous
data from write buffer to DRAM. However, it is possible that the optimal assumption is
not always satisfied in real systems, because searching a large number of cache blocks
for tag matching is time consuming. The row-hitting ratio for write requests will be de-
creased when the optimal assumption is not satisfied, thus the system performance will
be degraded compared with the optimal VWQ. Additionally, searching a large number of
cache blocks for tag matching consumes significant LLC power. PAWB yields an aver-
age speedup of 2.4%. The RITPD-WB technique yields better performance over all other
techniques. It improves performance by at least 10% of eight benchmarks and delivers an
geometric mean speedup of 10.5%.
Figure 4.11 shows the average IPC improvement for two-rank and four-rank mem-
ory system configurations. For the four-rank configuration, eager writeback yields 3.5%
speedup. The VWQ and PAWB techniques improve performance by 8.9% and 2.7% re-
spectively, The RITPD-WB technique also delivers the best performance among all the
tested techniques. It yields a 10.1% speedup.
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Figure 4.12: False positive rates for two-level predictor evaluated on eight-core two-rank
system
4.4.3 Prediction Analysis
4.4.3.1 Predictor Accuracy
Mispredictions comes in two varieties: false positives and false negatives. False posi-
tives are more harmful because they wrongly allow the short rank idle periods to service
the LLC writebacks. Those short idle periods can not cover the majority of the service
time of writebacks, thus still causing significant write-induced interference. The false pos-
itive rate is calculated by the number of mispredicted positive predictions divided by the
total number of predictions. Figure 4.12 shows the false positive rates of the two-level
predictor for a two-rank system. False positive rates for the first-level and second-level
predictors are 8.5% and 14.7% on average, respectively. These low false positive rates
allow our predictor to effectively predict the large rank idle period while minimizing the
damage caused by mispredictions.
4.4.3.2 Choosing Parameter
The threshold m is the minimum number of idle cycles the predictor predicts it will
occur. We want m to cover most of the service time of the s (s=8 in our experiment)
scheduled writebacks. In the DDR 1600 11-11-11 memory system, servicing a write re-
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quest requires ≈ 29ns, and the write-to-precharge latency is ≈ 14ns. The write-to-read
delay is≈ 8ns. So if the idle rank cycles≥ 29+14+8 = 51ns, most of the write-induced
interference to the subsequent read will be eliminated. With a 4.8GHZ clock frequency,
51ns is 245 cycles, so we set m = 300 cycles for two-rank configuration. With the number
of ranks in the same channel increasing, when a particular rank is idle, the data bus might
be busy with transferring the data requested by other ranks. It might take a while for the
bus to transfer the write request data for that idle rank. We set m = 400 cycles in the
four-rank configuration.
The first predictor makes a prediction immediately after the rank becomes idle. The
second predictor will make a prediction after the rank has been idle for n cycles. Parameter
k is the threshold that if the number of idle cycles more than k, the scheduled writebacks
will also be send to DRAM. In our experiment, we found n = 200 cycles and k = 600
cycles yield the best result.
4.4.3.3 Eliminated Write Interference
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Figure 4.13: The percentage of write access, read access and completely eliminated write
interference
Figure 4.13 shows the percentage of read accesses, write accesses and the completely
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eliminated write interference using the rank idle time predictor. Eliminated write inter-
ference means write accesses that could be serviced during the predicted rank idle time.
Write accesses account for 31.1% memory accesses on average. By using the prediction
driven technique, 41.8% write accesses can be serviced during the predicted rank idle time.
Our technique significantly reduces the write-induced interference.
4.4.4 Memory Efficiency Analysis
4.4.4.1 Read Latency
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Figure 4.14: Read latency evaluation on eight-core two-rank system
Figure 4.14 shows the read latency normalized to eager writeback for the two-rank
configuration. The RITPD-WB technique reduces the write-induced interference to read
accesses, thus reducing the average read latency. From Figure 4.14, we can see the RITPD-
WB technique reduces the read latency significantly across all the workloads. The VWQ
technique even increases the read latency for mix2; in order to schedule more memory
row-hitting write requests, the dirty cache blocks that reside in the bottom fourth [77] of
the LRU recency stack are considered eligible for early writebacks in the VWQ technique.
Although they use the cleaned bit technique to eliminate the extra writebacks, this tech-
nique can not eliminate the extra writebacks caused by early writing back the dirty cache
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blocks for the first time. Compared with RITPD-WB technique, the VWQ technique has a
larger rewrite ratio for mix2. These extra writebacks interfere with the read accesses, thus
hurting the performance and increase the average read latency for mix2.
In our experiments, RITPD-WB reduces the read latency on average by 12.7% with
two-rank configuration and 14.8% with four-rank configuration.
4.4.4.2 Bus Utilization
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Figure 4.15: Bus Utilization evaluation on eight-core two-rank system
Bus utilization is calculated as the number of cycles the bus transfers data for read
accesses divided by the total number of execution cycles. Memory write accesses are
not taken into account for calculating bus utilization because the techniques we used for
evaluation cause extra memory write accesses due to the early writebacks. If the write
accesses are taken into account to calculate the bus utilization, the extra writebacks are
contribute to the bus utilization, but the bus cycles used to transfer the extra writebacks
are wasted. So to ensure fairness, only the read accesses are used to evaluate the bus
utilization.
Figure 4.15 shows the bus utilization for the two-rank configuration. The RITPD-WB
technique reduces the write-induced interference to reads, thus increasing bus utilization.
The RITPD-WB technique delivers bus utilization superior to all the other techniques
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Name Technique
32-entry/c per-channel WB Conventional writeback with 32-entry/c per-channel write buffer,
this is the baseline
256-entry/c per-bank WB Conventional writeback with 256-entry/c per-bank write buffer
512-entry/c per-bank WB Conventional writeback with 512-entry/c per-bank write buffer
Eager Writeback Eager writeback
VWQ Virtual writeback queue
LWPG Writeback Last write predictor guided writeback with 32-entry/c per-channel
write buffer in Section 4.2
Table 4.5: Legend for various cache optimization techniques.
across all the workloads. It improves bus utilization on average by 14.5% and 15.3% with
two-rank and four-rank configurations over PI-CWB technique.
4.5 Experimental Results for Last-Write Prediction Driven LLC Writeback Technique
In this section, we give the experimental results of last-write prediction driven LLC
writeback studies.
4.5.1 Techniques
We use five distinct writeback optimizations for evaluation. In the graphs that follow,
these techniques are referred to with abbreviated names. Table 4.5 gives a legend for these
names.
A large per-channel and per-rank write buffer is complex and power inefficient. Given
the same number of write buffer entries for a channel, a write buffer organized by bank
consumes less on-chip power because memory read requests only need to search the write
entries that target the same bank of the read request. Thus, we evaluate the per-bank write
buffer structure with large number of entries, such as 512-entry/c, that is the total number
of write buffer entries for a channel is 512 entries. A large number of write buffer entries
is space inefficient, thus 512-entry/c per-bank write buffer is the largest write buffer we
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Figure 4.16: Results running on eight-core one-rank system with LRU LLC
evaluate. In the LWPG writeback technique, we use a 32-entry/c per channel write buffer
and 256-entry/c per rank last-write buffer.
4.5.2 Performance Evaluation
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Figure 4.17: Results running on eight-core one-rank system with NRU LLC
We evaluate writeback optimizations with three LLC replacement policies: LRU, NRU
and random.
Figure 4.16 shows the speedups of various writeback optimizations over the baseline
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in a simulated eight-core processor with LRU LLC and a one-rank memory system; that
is, each channel has one rank. For each benchmark we show the speedup of the first run in
the random combination.
We choose benchmarks for which the performance of perfect writeback could be im-
proved more than 10% over the baseline. Perfect writeback means all write-induced in-
terference is eliminated. If perfect writeback gives a significant improvement over the
baseline for a particular benchmark, that means the performance of this benchmark has a
potential to be improved when using writeback optimization. In this experiment, for 16 of
24 benchmarks, the performance of perfect writeback could be improved more than 10%
over the baseline. Thus, most of the benchmarks can benefit from writeback optimization
in a multi-core system.
From Figure 4.16, we can see that LWPG writeback technique yields better perfor-
mance than other techniques. The performance improvement over eager writeback is
4.3% on average over the baseline. The state-of-the-art VWQ technique achieves a 8.1%
speedup on average. The LWPG writeback technique yields a average of 8.2% speedup.
The traditional writeback with 256-entry/c and 512-entry/c per-bank write buffer yields
2.4% and 6.8% speedup respectively. Though the 512-entry/c per-bank write buffer has
more buffer entries than the LWPG technique, its performance is not as good as the LWPG
technique since the per-bank write buffer structure causes conflict misses for write requests
that target to the same bank.
Figure 4.17 shows the IPC speedups with NRU LLC. The NRU recency stack has two
levels. The recency information for NRU can not be used to accurately detect the last-
write cache blocks. Thus, the eager writeback and VWQ techniques can not be applied
to it. The traditional writeback with 256-entry/c and 512-entry/c per-bank write buffer
achieve geometric mean of 2.3% and 6.7% speedups respectively. The LWPG writeback
technique yields 8.4% geometric mean speedup.
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Figure 4.18: Performance evaluated for various configurations
Figure 4.18 shows the average IPC improvement for one-rank, two-rank and four-rank
memory system configurations with LRU, NRU and random replacement policies. The
LWPG writeback technique improves performance by 6.5%-11.4% with various DRAM
configurations and LLC replacement policies. The system with random LLC replacement
policy yields the best performance improvement since the random replacement policy ran-
domly chooses a cache block to be evicted when a new block is placed. Thus, writes in
a small write buffer have low temporal and spatial locality. The LWPG writeback tech-
nique that expands the scheduling space, providing more scheduling candidates. For the
traditional writeback with 256-entry/c and 512-entry/c per-bank techniques, the speedups
decrease as the number of ranks per-channel increases because increasing the number of
ranks per channel decreases the number of write buffer entries for each bank, thus causing
more conflict misses for write requests.
In our technique, once the rank is idle and the write buffer has more than m active
entries, or the last-write buffer has more than n active entries for this idle rank, a sequence
of scheduled write requests will be sent to DRAM for service. Choosing the parameters
m and n is a trade-off between the ability to balance memory bandwidth and expanding
the scheduling candidates. Choosing large values for m and n increases the possibility of
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Figure 4.19: False positive rate and fraction of correctly predicted last-write blocks for
last-write predictor with one-rank and NRU LLC configuration
high locality write requests, but decrease ability to balancing the memory bandwidth. In
our experiment, m = 12, 8, 4 and n = 96, 64, 32 for 1/2/4 rank configurations respectively
yields best performance. The maximum number of scheduled requests s each time issued
by DRAM controller is also trade-off. A large value of s allows high row-buffer hit rate and
low bus turnaround penalty, but can stall pipeline for a long time. In our experiment, we
found s = 12, 16, 16 for 1/2/4 rank configurations respectively achieves best performance.
4.5.3 Prediction Evaluation
We evaluate the last-write predictor using false positive rate. The false positive rate is
calculated by the number of mispredicted positive predictions divided by the total number
of predictions. False positives allow the dirty cache blocks to be written again before they
are evicted from the LLC to be written into the DRAM, thus causing extra memory writes.
Figure 4.19 (a) shows the LWP yields a low false positive rate of 6.6% on average for NRU
LLC with one-rank DRAM configuration.
We also evaluate the fraction of correctly predicted last-write blocks of LWP. The
fraction of correctly predicted last-write blocks is calculated by the number of correctly
predicted last-write blocks divided by the number of last-write blocks. A large fraction
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means more opportunities for optimizations. Figure 4.19 (b) shows the fraction of cor-
rectly predicted last-write blocks is 68.8% on aveage for NRU LLC with one-rank DRAM
configuration.
We also evaluate the LWP with all the 1/2/4 rank configurations and LRU, NRU and
Random LLC. It yields false positive rate between 6.4%-7.1% and fraction of correctly
predicted last-write blocks between 68.8%-76.0% on average with various configurations.
This large fraction of correctly predicted last-write blocks and low false positive rates
allows more opportunities for optimization without inducing significant extra writebacks.
4.5.4 Bus Utilization and Read Latency Evaluation
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Figure 4.20: Bus utilization results running on eight-core one-rank system with NRU LLC
Bus utilization is calculated as the number of cycles the bus transfers data for read
accesses divided by the total number of execution cycles. Memory write accesses are not
taken into account for calculating bus utilization because the techniques we used for evalu-
ation cause extra memory write accesses due to the early writebacks. If the write accesses
are taken into account to calculate the bus utilization, the extra writebacks contribute to
the bus utilization, but the bus cycles used to transfer the extra writebacks are wasted. So
to ensure fairness, only the read accesses are used to evaluate the bus utilization.
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Figure 4.21: Performance evaluated for various configurations
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Figure 4.22: Read latency results for various configurations
Figure 4.20 shows the bus utilization results for system with NRU LLC. The LWPG
writeback technique improves bus utilization across all workloads with an average of
11.6% compared with the baseline. Figure 4.21 shows the average bus utilization for
multi-rank configurations for LRU, NRU and random replacement policies. Our technique
consistently improves bus utilization by 9.2%- 13.6% for various DRAM configurations
and LLC replacement policies.
Figure 4.22 shows the read latency for various configurations. The read latency is
computed as the sum of the DRAM busy cycles for each core divided by the number of
LLC misses. The LWPG writeback technique reduces the write-induced interference to
read accesses, thus reducing the average read latency. The LWPG technique reduces the
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read latency by 8.8%-12.4% on average across various configurations.
4.5.5 Row-buffer Hits Rate Evaluation for DRAM Writes
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Figure 4.23: Writes row-buffer hit rate for various configurations
Figure 4.23 shows results for average write row-buffer hit rates with various configura-
tions. Since caches filter the spatial locality of writes, the traditional writeback with a small
write buffer yields low row-buffer hit rate. The traditional writeback with a randomly-
replaced cache only yields 13.7%-17.3% row-buffer hit rate on average because the ran-
dom replacement policy randomly chooses a cache block to be evicted once a new cache
block comes in. Our technique significantly improves row-buffer hit rate for writes across
various configurations to 59.6%-68.6% on average.
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5. EXPLORING PERFORMANCE VARIANCE TO REDUCE WRITE OVERHEAD
OF NON-VOLATILE MEMORY*
Technology scaling of SRAM and DRAM is increasingly constrained by fundamen-
tal technology limits. Emerging memory technologies, such as Spin Torque Transfer
RAM (STT-RAM), Phase-Change RAM (PCM), and Resistive RAM (RRAM) are be-
ing explored as potential alternatives to existing memories in future computing systems.
Compared to the traditional SRAM/DRAM technology, these emerging memories have
the common advantages of high density, low standby power, better scalability, and non-
volatility, and hence become very attractive as the alternatives for future memory hierar-
chy [84]∗.
In order to use such emerging memories, several design issues must be solved. The
most important is the performance and energy costs of writes. Since NVM has an in-
herently stable mechanism for data storage, it takes more time and energy to overwrite
data [87]∗.
From the previous chapter, we know that write-induced interference can significantly
reduce performance. Large write overhead is a more severe problem in NVM-based mem-
ory. The long write latency can degrade performance by causing large write-induced in-
terference to subsequent read requests. The high write energy can increase the power
consumption.
By exploring the asymmetric read/write feature of an STT-RAM based LLC, we pro-
∗ c©2014 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Wang, Zhe; Jime´nez, Daniel A.; Xu, Cong; Sun, Guangyu;
Xie, Yuan, ”Adaptive placement and migration policy for an STT-RAM-based hybrid cache,” High Perfor-
mance Computer Architecture (HPCA), 2014 IEEE 20th International Symposium,Feb. 2014
∗ c©2013 Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. Reprinted by permission, from Zhe Wang,
Shuchang Shan, Ting Cao, Junli Gu, Yi Xu, Shuai Mu, Yuan Xie, and Daniel A. Jime´nez. WADE:
Writeback-aware dynamic cache management for NVM-based main memory system. ACM Trans. Ar-
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Memory Type 1M SRAM 2M SRAM 2M STT-RAM 4M STT-RAM
Area (mm2) 0.825 1.650 0.518 1.035
Read Latency (ns) 1.751 2.017 2.681 2.759
Write Latency (ns) 1.530 1.663 10.954 10.993
Read Energy (nJ/access) 0.055 0.072 0.132 0.142
Write Energy (nJ/access) 0.039 0.056 0.608 0.618
leakage power (mW) 29.798 59.596 7.108 14.216
Table 5.1: Characteristics of SRAM and STT-RAM caches (22nm, temperature=350K)
pose an adaptive placement and migration policy for an STT-RAM-based hybrid cache.
The technique places a block into either STT-RAM lines or SRAM lines by adapting to
the access pattern of write requests. It can achieve high performance by making use of the
large capacity of STT-RAM and maintain low write overhead using SRAM.
By exploring read/write disparity of PCM-based main memory, we propose writeback-
aware dynamic cache management for NVM-based main memory system. The technique
improves performance and energy efficiency by reducing the number of writeback requests
to NVM-based main memory.
5.1 APM: Adaptive Placement and Migration Policy for an STT-RAM-Based Hybrid
Cache
5.1.1 Comparison of STT-RAM and SRAM Cache
Compared to SRAM, STT-RAM caches have higher density and lower leakage power,
but higher write latency and write power consumption. Table 5.1 lists the technology
features of various STT-RAM cache bank sizes and SRAM cache bank sizes used in our
evaluation. The technology parameters are generated by NVSim [12], a performance,
energy, and area model based on CACTI [51]. The cell parameters we used in NVSim are
based on the projection from Wang et al. [82]. We assume a 22nm× 45nm MTJ built with
22nm CMOS technology. The SRAM cell parameters are estimated using CACTI [51].
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The density of STT-RAM is currently 3×-4× higher than SRAM. Another benefit
for STT-RAM is its low leakage power. Leakage power can dominate the total power
consumption for large SRAM-based LLCs [36]. Thus, the low leakage power consumption
of STT-RAM makes it suitable for a large LLC. Disadvantages of STT-RAM are long write
latency and high write energy.
5.1.1.1 Hybrid Cache Structure
The hybrid cache structure is composed of STT-RAM banks and SRAM banks. Each
cache set consists of a large portion of STT-RAM cache lines and a small portion of SRAM
cache lines distributed among multiple banks. The hybrid cache architecture relies on an
intelligent block placement policy to bridge the performance and power gaps between
STT-RAM and SRAM.
An intelligent block placement policy for hybrid cache design should be optimized
for three requirements. First, the SRAM portion should service as many write requests
as possible, thus minimizing the write overhead of STT-RAM portion. However, sending
many write operations to SRAM without considering the access pattern can cause misses
due to the small capacity of SRAM, leading to performance degradation. Thus, the second
requirement is that reused cache blocks should be placed in the LLC to maintain perfor-
mance by hiding the memory access latency. Finally, the block placement policy should be
a low overhead and low complexity design without incurring frequent migration between
cache lines.
5.1.2 Analysis of LLC Write Access Patterns
LLC block placement is often initiated by a LLC write access that can be categorized
into three classes: prefetch-write, core-write and demand-write. Figure 5.1 shows the
breakdown of each class of LLC write accesses for 17 memory intensive SPEC CPU2006
benchmarks. The study is performed using the MARSSx86 [57] simulator with single-
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of LLC write accesses. Each type of write access accounts for a
significant fraction of total write accesses
 
Ra, Ra, Rb, Rc, Rd, Ra, Wa, Rc, Ra, Wa, Rf, Rb, Rc, Rd, Re, Rm, Rn, Rs 
RR of block a: 4 
DR of the first Wa: 2 
DR of the second Wa: 0 
Figure 5.2: An example illustrating read range and depth range
core configuration and a 4MB LLC. We implement a middle-of-the-road stream prefetcher
that models the prefetcher of the Intel Core i7. From Figure 5.1, we can see that each
type of write access accounts for a significant fraction of total write accesses. Prefetch-
writes account for 21.9% on average while core-writes and demand-writes take 45.6% and
32.5%, respectively. In this section, we analyze the access pattern of each write access
type and suggest a block placement policy that adapts to the access pattern for each class.
We first define the terminology that will be used later in this section for pattern anal-
ysis. To be clear, when we write “block” we mean a block of data apart from its physical
realization. When we write “line” we mean the physical frame, whether in STT-RAM or
SRAM, where a block may reside.
• Read-range: The read-range is a property of a cache block that fills the LLC by a
demand-write or prefetch-write request. It is the largest interval between consecutive
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Figure 5.3: The distribution of access pattern for each type of LLC write access
reads of the block from the time it is filled into the LLC until the time it is evicted.
• Depth-range: The depth-range is a property of a core-write access. It is the largest
interval between accesses to the block from the current core-write access until the
next core-write access to the same block. The “depth” refers to how deep the block
descends into the LRU recency stack before it is accessed again.
We use an example to illustrate the read range and depth range. Figure 5.2 shows
the behavior of a block a from the time it fills into a 8-way set until it is evicted. In the
example, Ra represents ”read block a” while Wa represents ”write block a”. The largest
re-read interval of block a during the time it resides in the cache is 4 which is the read
interval between the second Ra and the third Ra. Thus, the read range (RR) of block a is
4. The depth range (DR) of the first Wa access is 2 which is the access interval between
the first Wa access and the fourth Ra access. The depth range of the second Wa access is
0 meaning a is not re-written from the second Wa until it is evicted from the LLC.
We further classify the read/depth-range into three types: zero-read/depth-range, immediate-
read/depth-range and distant-read/depth-range.
• Zero-read/depth-range: Data is filled into the LLC by a prefetch or demand request/core-
write request, and it is never read/written again before it is evicted.
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• Immediate-read/depth-range: The read/depth-range is smaller than a parameter m.
We set m = 2 which is the same as the number of SRAM ways in our hybrid cache
configuration as in Section 5.
• Distant-read/depth-range: The read/depth-range is larger than m = 2 and at most
the associativity of the cache set which is 16 in our configuration.
5.1.2.1 Pattern Analysis of Prefetch-Write Block
Prefetching [76, 88] data into the cache before it is accessed can improve performance
by hiding memory access latency. However, prefetching can also induce cache pollution
by inaccurate prefetch requests.
We analyze the access pattern for the LLC prefetch-write blocks by using read-range.
The first bar in Figure 5.3 shows each type of access pattern as a fraction of the total
number of prefetch-write blocks. Zero-read-range prefetch-write blocks are inaccurately
prefetched blocks accounting for 26% of all of prefetch blocks. Placing the zero-read-
range prefetch-write blocks into the STT-RAM lines causes pollution and high write over-
head. Thus, zero-read-range prefetch-write blocks should be placed in SRAM lines.
The immediate-read-range access pattern is related to cache bursts. After an initial
burst of references, a cache block becomes dead, i.e. it is never used again prior to eviction.
Of all prefetch-write blocks, 56.9% are immediate-read-range blocks. Immediate-read-
range prefetch-write blocks should be placed in SRAM lines so they can be accessed
by subsequent demand requests without incurring write operations to STT-RAM lines.
Moreover, placing immediate-read-range prefetch-write blocks in SRAM allows them to
be evicted when they are dead, reducing pollution.
Distant-read-range prefetch-write blocks should be placed in STT-RAM lines to make
use of the large capacity to avoid cache misses. Distant-read-range prefetch-write blocks
account for only 17.5% of all prefetch blocks.
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Zero-read-range and immediate-read-range prefetch-write blocks account for 82.5%
of all prefetch-write blocks. Thus, we suggest the initial placement of the prefetch-write
blocks in SRAM. Once a block is evicted from the SRAM, if it is a distant-read-range
block, i.e. it is still live, it should be migrated to STT-RAM lines. Otherwise, the block
is dead and should be evicted from the LLC. Since only 17.5% of prefetch blocks are
distant-access prefetch blocks, the migration will not cause significantly increased traffic.
5.1.2.2 Pattern Analysis of Core-Write Access
In our design, if a core-write access misses in the LLC, the data will be written back
to the main memory directly. Thus, our core-write placement policy is only designed for
core-write hit accesses.
We analyze the access pattern of the LLC core-write access by using depth-range. The
second bar in Figure 5.3 shows the access pattern for core-write accesses. Zero-depth-
range accesses account for 49.1% of all core-write accesses. Though the data written by
the zero-depth-range core-write access will not be rewritten before it is evicted, it still
has some chance to be read again. Thus, we suggest leaving zero-depth-range data in its
original cache line for avoiding read misses and block migrations.
Immediate-depth-range accesses account for 32.9% of total core-write accesses. The
immediate-depth-range accesses are the write-intensive accesses with write burst behavior.
Thus, the immediate-depth-range access data is preferred to be placed in the SRAM line
for low write overhead. The distant-depth-range access data should remain in its original
cache line, thus minimizing migration overhead.
5.1.2.3 Pattern Analysis of Demand-Write Block
The access pattern of demand-write blocks is analyzed using read-range. Zero-read-
range demand-write blocks, also known in the literature as “dead-on-arrival” blocks, are
brought to the LLC by a demand request and never referenced again before being evicted.
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It is unnecessary to place zero-read-range demand-write block into the LLC so the block
should bypass the cache (assuming a non-inclusive cache). The third bar in Figure 5.3
shows dead-on-arrival blocks account for 61.2% of LLC demand-write blocks. Thus, by-
passing dead-on-arrival blocks can significantly reduce write operations to LLC. More-
over, bypassing can improve cache efficiency by allowing the LLC to save space for other
useful blocks in the cache.
The immediate-read-range and distant-read-range demand-write blocks account for
38.8% of the total demand-write blocks. We suggest placing them in the STT-RAM ways
for making use of the large capacity of the STT-RAM portion and reducing pressure on
the SRAM portion.
5.1.2.4 Pattern Analysis Conclusions
Each class of LLC write access can be applied to a different placement policy. The
access pattern of each class type can be used to guide the block placement policy. From
the analysis of the access pattern of each access class, we make the following conclusions:
(1) The initial placement of prefetch-write blocks should be to SRAM lines. (2) Write-
burst core-write data should be placed in SRAM lines while other types of core-write
data should remain in their original cache lines. (3) Dead-on-arrival demand-write blocks
should bypass the LLC while the other types of demand-write blocks should be placed in
the STT-RAM lines. (4) When a block is evicted from SRAM, if it is live, it should be
migrated to STT-RAM lines for avoiding LLC misses.
5.1.3 Policy Design
The design of the block placement and migration policy is guided by the access pattern
of each write access type. An access pattern predictor is proposed to predict write-burst
blocks and dead blocks. The information provided by the access pattern predictor is used
to direct bypass and migration of blocks between STT-RAM lines and SRAM lines. The
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Figure 5.4: Flow-chart of the adaptive block placement and migration mechanism
policy targets reducing write overhead by allowing the SRAM portion to service as many
write requests as possible and attain high performance by benefiting from the high density
of the STT-RAM portion.
Figure 5.4 shows a flow-chart for the technique. In our design, a prediction bit is
associated with each block in the LLC for representing whether the block is predicted
dead. An access to the LLC searches all the STT-RAM lines and SRAM lines in the set.
On a prefetch miss, the prefetched data is placed into an SRAM line and the prediction bit
is set to 1 meaning we assume the prefetch block is dead on arrival. For every demand hit
request in the SRAM lines, the access pattern predictor makes a prediction about whether
the block is dead. Once the block is evicted from the SRAM lines, if it is predicted dead,
it will be evicted from the LLC. Otherwise, it will be migrated to the STT-RAM lines. In
this case, if a prefetch block is never accessed before it is evicted from the SRAM lines,
it is taken as an inaccurately prefetched block and evicted based on the observation that
accurately prefetched blocks are usually accessed soon by subsequent demand requests.
On a core-write request to the LLC, if it is an LLC miss, it will be written to main
memory directly. For the core-write hit request in the STT-RAM lines, if it is predicted
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Figure 5.6: An example illustrating the set behavior of pattern simulator
to be a write burst access, then data will be written to the SRAM lines with the prediction
bit set to 0 indicating the block is predicted live; the prior position in the STT-RAM line
is set to invalid. Then, as with prefetched blocks, once the data is evicted from the SRAM
portion, a predicted dead block is evicted from the LLC while a live block is migrated to
the STT-RAM portion.
On a demand miss to the LLC, the data is fetched from the main memory. If the fetched
block is predicted to be a dead-on-arrival block, it will bypass the LLC. Otherwise, the
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block will be placed in the STT-RAM lines.
Minimizing Write Overhead The proposed scheme reduces write operations to STT-
RAM portion in the following ways. First, bypass can reduce write operations to STT-
RAM lines caused by dead-on-arrival requests. Second, SRAM lines filter the write oper-
ations caused by the inaccurate and immediate-read-range prefetch requests. Finally, the
core-write-intensive blocks are placed in the SRAM lines, reducing the write operations
to STT-RAM lines caused by write burst behavior.
Attaining High Performance The block placement policy can attain high performance
for the hybrid cache by benefiting from the high density of the STT-RAM portion. Specif-
ically, the distant-read-range blocks are placed in STT-RAM lines that can reduce cache
misses by making use of the large capacity of STT-RAM. Also, bypassing zero-range de-
mand blocks saves space in the LLC for other useful data. Moreover, filtering zero-range
prefetch blocks and immediate-read-range blocks using SRAM lines can improve cache
efficiency by reducing inaccurately prefetched blocks and dead blocks in the LLC.
The technique relies on an access pattern predictor for directing block bypassing and
migration.
5.1.3.1 Access Pattern Predictor
The goal of the access pattern predictor is to predict dead blocks and write burst blocks
for guiding block placement. The predicted dead blocks are used to direct bypassing and
block migration from SRAM lines to STT-RAM lines. Write burst blocks are used to
guide block migration from STT-RAM lines to SRAM lines for core-write accesses. The
access pattern predictor consists of a prediction table and a pattern simulator as shown
in Figure 5.5. The prediction table is composed of a dead block prediction table and a
write burst prediction table having the same structure but making predictions for different
types of accesses. The pattern simulator is used to learn the access pattern for updating the
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prediction table.
The design of the access pattern predictor is inspired by the sampling dead block pre-
dictor (SDBP) [34]. However, the SDBP predicts dead blocks only taking into account
demand accesses, while the access pattern predictor predicts both dead blocks and write-
intensive blocks by considering all types of LLC accesses. The predictor predicts access
pattern using the Program Counter (PC) of memory access instructions. The intuition is
the cache access pattern can be classified based on the instructions of the memory ac-
cesses. Specifically, if a given memory access instruction PC leads to some access pattern
in previous accesses, then the future access pattern of same PC will be similar.
Making Prediction The access pattern predictor makes a prediction in the following three
conditions: (1) When a core-write request hits in the STT-RAM lines, the write burst
prediction table will be accessed to predict whether it is a write burst request. (2) For each
read hit request in the SRAM lines, the dead block prediction table will be accessed to
predict whether it is a dead block. (3) On a demand-write request, dead block prediction
table will be accessed to predict whether it is a dead-on-arrival request.
The dead block prediction and write burst prediction tables have the same structure.
Each entry in a prediction table has a two-bit saturating counter. When making a predic-
tion, bits from the related memory access instruction PC are hashed to index a prediction
table entry. The prediction result is generated by thresholding the counter value in the
prediction table entry. In our implementation, we use a skewed organization [85, 34, 49]
to reduce the impact of conflicts in the hash table.
Updating Predictor The pattern simulator samples LLC sets and simulates the access
behavior of the LLC by using sampled sets. It updates the prediction table by learning the
access pattern of the PCs from the simulated LLC access behavior. It targets learning the
dead/live behavior and write burst behavior of LLC blocks.
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Each simulated set in the pattern simulator has a tag field, a read PC field, an LRU
field, a write PC field, a write LRU field and a valid bit field. The partial tag and partial
read/write PC which are the lower 16-bit of the full tag and full read/write PC are stored
in the tag field and read/write PC field. The read PC field is for learning the dead/live
behavior of the block while the write PC field is for learning the write-burst behavior of
the block.
A write burst occurs within a small number of cache lines. Thus the write PC field
should have a small associativity. The pattern simulator consists of two parts: the tag
array and its related read PC field, LRU field and valid bit field which have the same
associativity while the write PC field and its write LRU field have a smaller associativity.
In our implementation, we found 4-way associativity of the write PC field and 12-way
associativity of the read PC field yield the best performance while the associativity of
LLC is 18.
The behavior of a pattern simulator set is illustrated in Figure 5.6 using an example
access pattern. In the example, the associativity of the tag and read PC fields is 4 while the
associativity of the write PC field is 2. On each demand hit request, the pattern simulator
updates the dead block prediction table entry indexed with the related read PC by decreas-
ing the counter value indicating “not dead.” When a block is evicted from the simulator
set, the pattern simulator updates the dead block prediction table entry indexed with the
related read PC by increasing the counter value indicating “dead.” The LRU recency is
updated for every demand request and prefetch-write request. The write PC field is for
learning the write-burst behavior for core-write requests. On each core-write hit request,
the simulator increments the counter value stored in the write burst prediction table en-
try indexed with the related write PC indicating “write burst.” When a block is evicted
from the write field, the simulator decrements the counter value stored in the write burst
prediction table entry indexed with the related write PC indicating “not write burst.”
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Figure 5.7: LLC miss penalty on throughput and energy for dirty cache block and clean
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5.2 WADE: Writeback-Aware Dynamic Cache Management for NVM-based Main
Memory System
5.2.1 Motivation
Dirty and clean cache blocks in the LLC have different properties. When dirty cache
blocks are evicted from the LLC, they will be written into main memory incurring per-
formance and energy overhead, while clean cache blocks will not affect the system when
they are evicted.
Figure 5.7 shows an example demonstrating the disparity in LLC miss penalties for
dirty data and clean data on PCM throughput and energy. Assuming a request ‘read
A’ missed in the LLC and is sent to PCM for service, servicing request ‘read A’ takes
one time unit and A is brought into the LLC. Then a request ‘read B’ missed in the
LLC and is serviced by PCM for one time unit. In the LLC, ‘block A’ is accessed by
a write hit and the dirty bit is set. After ‘dirty block A’ is evicted from the LLC, it
will be written back to PCM. Assuming servicing write request ‘write A’ takes 4 time
units. At time t4, a request ‘read C’ is sent to PCM that targets to the same device
with ‘request A’. Then C has to wait until the completion of servicing ‘A’. In this case,
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Figure 5.8: Region-based memory write access pattern in PCM for 483.xalancbmk for
500 million instructions. One region contains 16 contiguous blocks. X-axis shows the
number of region access times ([M N) means the region is accessed by X times and
M <= X < N). Very few regions are accessed frequently (e.g., only 12 regions are
accessed more than 128 times).
C is delayed by servicing request ‘write A’ for 3 units. Therefore, the LLC perfor-
mance miss penalty of ‘clean data B’ takes one time unit while the LLC performance
miss penalty of ‘dirty data A’ takes 4 units: 1 unit for reading ‘A’ and 3 unit for de-
laying ‘C’. Assuming the PCM read/write energy is 2/8 pJ/bit. Then the energy miss
penalty for ‘A’ and ‘B’ is (64bytes×8bits×2pJ/bit)+(64bytes×8bits×8pJ/bit)=5120pJ and
64bytes×8bits×2pJ/bit=1024pJ, respectively. Therefore, the miss penalty for dirty data is
more significant than the clean data.
Based on the observation, we propose to adapt the cache management technique to
reduce the writeback requests. Since the performance and energy cost is more significant
for the dirty cache blocks, the system could benefit by keeping frequent writeback cache
blocks in the LLC. However, blindly allocating large cache capacity to frequent writeback
data can evict the more critical cache blocks that will be re-referenced soon. This will
result in performance degradation. Consequently, there are two questions that need to be
answered: (1) are the frequent writeback blocks predictable? (2) what is the optimal cache
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Figure 5.9: 3D view for write access pattern in PCM within seven hot regions for
483.xalancbmk. The X-axis shows the 16 cache blocks within a region. The Z-axis shows
7 regions that the number of writeback accesses larger than 64.
capacity that should be allocated to frequent writeback data? We performed experiments
and have the following two observations:
Observation 1 : The writeback accesses have spatial and temporal locality. A small
percentage of regions account for a large percentage of writeback accesses. Within
a heavily accessed region, the writeback accesses are clustered.
Figure 5.8 shows access patterns for writeback requests to PCM for the benchmark
xalancbmk for 500 million instructions. We evaluate the access pattern at the region level.
One region includes 1/4 size of memory page which has 16 contiguous blocks. X-axis
shows the number of region access times, such as [32 64) means the region is accessed
by no less than 32 times and less than 64 times. Y-axis gives the number of regions that
correspond to the access times on the X-axis. For instance, the first bar shows there are
12 regions have been accessed more than 128 times. The last bar shows the percentage
of number of accesses for each type of region account for all the writeback accesses. We
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can see the writeback accesses have temporal locality. Less than 18% percent of regions
account for 60% writeback accesses. Figure 5.9 shows the 3D graph for writeback access
pattern within the frequent writeback regions. The X-axis shows the 16 cache blocks
within a region. The Z-axis shows seven regions that the number of writeback accesses
larger than 64. The Y-axis gives the percentage of total write accesses for each block
within the region. We can see the writeback accesses for blocks are clustered within the
region.
Based on this observation, we propose a two-stage predictor for frequent writeback
cache blocks, at both coarse-granularity and fine-granularity: The region granularity pre-
diction predicts the hot region by capturing the spatial locality and temporal locality. The
cache line granularity prediction identifies the frequent writeback blocks within the hot
region.
Observation 2 : The segment size of frequent writeback list for cache set
significantly affects the performance and energy consumption for workloads.
The last-level cache set is partitioned into frequent writeback list and non-frequent
writeback list. The frequent writeback list consists of frequent writeback cache blocks,
while the non-frequent writeback list consists of the remaining cache blocks in the set.
Figure 5.10 shows the performance and energy impact for various sizes of frequent write-
back list for benchmark perlbench. For a 16-way LLC, the best segment size for perlbench
is 11 which generates the best performance and lowest energy cost. We can see the seg-
ment size of frequent writeback list do significantly affect the performance and energy
consumption.
Based on this observation, we propose to segment the cache set into frequent writeback
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Figure 5.10: The impact on performance and energy for various size of writeback list for
400.perlbench. For a 16-way LLC, the optimal segmentation size for frequent writeback
list is 11.
list and non-frequent writeback list. A segment predictor [33] is used to dynamically learn
an optimal size of each list in the set according to the miss penalty for dirty and clean
cache blocks.
5.2.2 Policy Design
The WADE technique improves system efficiency by reducing frequent writes to main
memory. Figure 5.11 shows the structure of WADE. It uses a frequent write predictor
(FWP) to predict LLC blocks that are written back to main memory with high frequency
within a certain access interval. The insight of the technique is that frequent writeback
data is also highly reused dirty data in the LLC. If frequent writeback data can be stored in
the LLC, it can reduce write-induced interference as well as energy consumption of PCM.
However, blindly replacing LLC blocks with frequent writeback data can evict more criti-
cal cache blocks that have a larger miss penalty, such as clean cache blocks accessed more
frequently than the predicted frequent writeback cache blocks. This can lead to perfor-
mance degradation. In WADE technique, the LLC set is partitioned into frequent write-
back list and non-frequent writeback list. A segment predictor [33] is used to intelligently
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learn the best partition size of each list.
5.2.2.1 Frequent Write Prediction
A frequent write predictor is proposed to keep track of the frequent writeback data
and predict the frequent writeback block in the LLC. Figure 5.12 shows the structure of
the FWP which is located on chip along with the LLC tag arrays. FWP is organized as
a set associative structure. Every m LLC sets map to n FWP sets. Figure 5.13 shows
the address mapping scheme for FWP. In our experiment, we set m = 16, n = 4. This
address mapping scheme allows FWP keeping track of the frequent writeback data in
region granularity where each region consists of m cache blocks.
Each entry in the FWP set has a partial tag field (PTag), an LRU field, a frequency
counter field indicating how often the region data being written back and a set flag field
that each flag bit corresponding to each LLC set that map to this FWP set. The set flag field
allows the technique to keep track of frequent writeback data at the cache line granularity.
Thus, the FWP table keeps track of the frequent writeback data in both coarse granularity
and fine granularity: region granularity and cache line granularity. Since applications often
have spatial and temporal locality, tracking data in coarse granularity (region granularity)
can minimize the capacity overhead as well as improve prediction accuracy.
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Figure 5.12: Illustration of frequent write predictor. FWP is a set associative structure,
each set has multiple entries with multiple fields
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PTag Set IndexFWP
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Figure 5.13: FWP address mapping scheme. Every m LLC sets map to n FWP
Making a Prediction For each cache block in the LLC, one Fbit is added for indicating
that block is a frequent writeback block. Once a write request accesses the LLC, it will
also access the FWP set for partial tag matching. Since correctness of matches is not
necessary in the tag array, only 16 bits of tag are stored in the FWP set entry to conserve
area and energy. If it is a partial tag hit and the corresponding set flag bit is set, the Fbit
for this cache block is set indicating that the cache block is a frequent write cache block.
Otherwise the Fbit of the cache block is unset.
Updating Predictor Once a dirty cache block is evicted from the LLC, the FWP is up-
dated. The evicted dirty cache block accesses the FWP. The LRU recency in the corre-
sponding FWP set is updated for each access. On a partial tag hit, the frequency counter
value in the entry is increased by 1. The corresponding set flag bit is set to 1. On a miss,
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a new entry is allocated in the FWP set. The initial frequency counter value is reset to
0. The corresponding set flag bit is set to 1 while all the other set flag bits in the set flag
fields for the newly allocated entry are reset to 0. The replacement candidate is chosen by
taking into account both recency and frequency information. The frequency information
is used to recognize the frequent writeback region. The recency information can be used
to remove the stale data in the FWP table. Assuming the LRU recency value is R(i) where
the highest value indicates MRU position and the frequency counter value is F (i). Then
the replacement victim is chosen as follows:
V ictim = argmin
i
{F (i) + γR(i)} (5.1)
The parameter γ gives the weight of R(i). It determines the access interval for comput-
ing the frequency for writeback data. The larger the value, the smaller the access interval.
If the access interval is too small, it could result in local optimal prediction result instead
of global optimal prediction result. If the access interval is too large, the stale data stored
in FWP prevent the learning process. In our experiment, we found γ = 4 gives the best
performance.
5.2.3 Frequent Writeback List Cache Segmentation
The LLC set is logically segmented into frequent writeback and non-frequent write-
back lists. The cache blocks with the Fbit set belong to the frequent writeback list, the
remaining cache blocks belong to the non-frequent writeback list. The segment predic-
tor [33] is used to predict the optimal segment size of frequent writeback list for all sets.
Figure 5.14 illustrates the mechanism of the technique. It tries to keep the optimal seg-
ment size that minimizes the LLC miss penalties. The technique is decoupled from LLC
replacement policy. Any replacement policy can be applied to each list.
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Figure 5.14: The logical view of frequent writeback list segmentation mechanism. Each
set is partitioned into frequent writeback list and non-frequent writeback list
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Figure 5.15: The mechanism of segment predictor. It consists of six leader sets with
segment size 0, 4, 8, 12, 16 and segment size 16 with bypassing.
Once a request accesses the LLC, all the ways in the set are searched. On a miss, the
size of frequent writeback list of the set is calculated. If it is larger than the predicted
optimal size, the replacement candidate will be chosen from the frequent writeback list.
Otherwise it will be chosen from the non-frequent writeback list.
5.2.3.1 Optimal Segment Size Prediction
The segment predictor [33] uses set duelling to determine optimal segment size. It
estimates the miss penalty for any given segment size by always dedicates a few “leader
sets” follow that segment size. As shown in Figure 5.15, we evaluate five segment sizes for
16-way associative set: 0, 4, 8, 12, 16. The leader sets use decision tree analysis to pairwise
set duel at each level as proposed in [33]. For instance, segment size 8 duel with segment
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size 16 in first level. The policy selection counter 1 (PSEL1) increases on a miss in leader
sets following segment size 8 and decreases on a miss in leader sets following segment size
16. The PSEL1 estimates which segment size is the winner size in the first level. If size 8
is the winner size, the second level duel will be between segment size 0 and 8. Otherwise,
the second level duel will be between size 12 and 16. The process will continue until
the optimal segment size is found. In our experiment, we use an out-of-cache segment
predictor, that is a set associative structure is added to simulate the sampled leader sets.
The LLC sets follows the optimal segment size predicted by the segment predictor.
5.2.3.2 Bypass Incoming Read Blocks
If a block to be placed in a set will not be reused before it is evicted from the set, it
should bypass the cache. Bypassing can improve cache efficiency by allocating the capac-
ity to other reused blocks in the cache. Our segment predictor also considers bypassing the
read requests. If the predicted optimal segment size is 16, the leader sets with bypassing
the read requests duel with the leader sets of segment size 16 without bypassing. The LLC
sets will follow the winner policy indicated by PSEL3.
5.2.3.3 Determining Miss Penalty
The traditional cache replacement policy assumes the absolute number of cache misses
is fully correlated with memory-related stall cycles [63]. It assumes the same miss penalty
for dirty and clean cache blocks. In the traditional set duelling technique, for each leader
cache set miss whether the data is dirty or clean, the PSEL is increased/decreased by 1.
Our technique is different from previous work in that it is aware of the write inefficiency
problem and assign miss penalty according to the type of cache blocks. If a clean cache
block is evicted from the leader set, the PSEL is increased/decreased by 1. If a dirty cache
cache block is evicted from the leader set, the PSEL is increased/decreased by p, defined
as follows:
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p = 1.5 + 0.5× l (5.2)
l is defined as:
l = W/R (5.3)
In the formula,W is the write latency whileR is the read latency. For a certain memory
system, l is a constant. Then l is quantized into 2 bits value by divided by 8. The larger
the value of l, the larger the write latency p. p is measured in steps of 0.5. For each leader
set, we add 1 bit even write flag. If p is not a integer, such as p = 1.5, then for every two
write misses, the PSEL is increased by three.
5.3 Evaluation Methodology for APM Technique
Execution core 4.0GHZ, 1-core/4-core CMP, out of order,
128 entry reorder buffer, 48 entry load queue,
44 entry store queue, 4 width issue/decode
Caches L1 I-cache: 64KB/2 way, private, 2-cycle
64 bytes block size, LRU
L1 D-cache: 64KB/2 way, private, 2-cycle
64 bytes block size, LRU
L2 Cache: shared, 64 bytes block size, LRU
DRAM DDR3-1333, open-page policy, 2-channel,
8-bank/channel, FR FCFS [68] policy,
32-entry/channel write buffer,
drain when full write buffer policy
Table 5.2: System configuration
We use MARSSx86 [57], a cycle-accurate simulator for the 64-bit x86 instruction set.
The DRAMSim2 [69] simulator is integrated into MARSSx86 to simulate DDR3-1333
system. Table 5.5 lists the system configuration. We model a per-core LLC middle-of-
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Name Technique
SRAM SRAM-based LLC
STT-RAM STT-RAM-based LLC
OPT-STT-RAM STT-RAM-based LLC
Assuming symmetric read/write overhead
Sun-Hybrid Hybrid LLC technique as described in [79]
APM Adaptive placement and migration based
hybrid cache as described in Section 5.2.2
Table 5.3: Legend for various LLC techniques.
Name Benchmarks
Mix 1 milc gcc xalancbmk tonto
Mix 2 gamess soplex libquantum perlbench
Mix 3 gcc sphinx3 GemsFDTD tonto
Mix 4 lbm mcf cactusADM GemsFDTD
Mix 5 zeusmp bzip2 astar libquantum
Mix 6 mcf soplex zeusmp bwaves
Mix 7 omnetpp lbm cactusADM sphinx3
Mix 8 bwaves libquantum mcf GemsFDTD
Mix 9 omnetpp cactusADM tonto gcc
Mix 10 soplex mcf bzip2 gcc
Mix 11 perlbench sphinx3 libquantum lbm
Table 5.4: Multi-Core workloads
the-road stream prefetcher [76] with 32 streams for each core. The prefetcher looks up
the stream table at each LLC request for issuing eligible prefetch requests. The LLC
is configured with multiple banks. Requests to different banks are serviced in parallel.
Within the same bank, requests are be pipelined. The LLC is implemented with single-
port memory bitcell. We obtain STT-RAM and SRAM parameters using NVSim [12] and
CACTI [51] as shown in Table 5.1.
The SPEC CPU2006 [19] benchmarks are used for the evaluation. We evaluate five
LLC techniques based on the same area configuration. Table 5.3 shows the legends for
these techniques referred to in the graphs that follow. The OPT-STT-RAM technique
assumes write operations have similar access latency to read operations which is the op-
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timistic case. The Sun-Hybrid [79] technique assumes that a cache block that has been
consecutively written to the LLC twice is a write-intensive block. The technique migrates
the write-intensive blocks to SRAM lines for reducing the write operations to STT-RAM
lines. The APM technique is our proposed adaptive block placement and migration policy
based hybrid cache technique as described in section 5.2.2. We modify MARSSx86 to
support all types of LLC listed in Table 5.3.
5.3.1 Single-Core Workloads and LLC Configuration
Of the 29 SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks, 22 can be compiled and run with our in-
frastructure. We use all 22 of these benchmarks for evaluation including both memory-
intensive benchmarks and non-memory-intensive benchmarks. For each workload, we
simulate 250 million instructions from a typical phase identified by SimPoint [74].
Various LLC techniques are evaluated with the same area. A 2MB SRAM has similar
area to a 6MB STT-RAM. Thus, we evaluate a 16-way SRAM with 2MB capacity and 24-
way STT-RAM/OPT-STT-RAM with 6MB capacity. The hybrid cache design for the APM
technique has 16 STT-RAM lines and 2 SRAM lines in each set and hence we evaluate a
4.5MB APM hybrid cache which has the same area with a 2MB SRAM. In the Sun-Hybrid
technique, each cache set allocates 1 SRAM line. Thus we evaluate a 20 STT-RAM lines
and 1 SRAM line hybrid cache with a 5.25MB capacity for Sun-Hybrid technique. We
implement a 1MB SRAM cache bank and 2MB STT-RAM cache bank for a single-core
configuration yielding the best trade off of access latency and bank level parallelism. If
the capacity of SRAM is smaller than 1M, it is configured as one bank.
5.3.2 Multi-Core Workloads and LLC Configuration
We use quad-core workloads for evaluation. Table 5.6 shows eleven mixes of SPEC
CPU2006 benchmarks with a variety of memory behaviors. For each mix, we run the
experiment with 1 billion instructions total for all four cores starting from the typical
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phase. Each benchmark runs simultaneously with others. For the multi-core configuration,
we evaluate a 16-way SRAM with 8MB capacity, 24-way STT-RAM/OPT-STT-RAM with
24MB capacity, 16-way STT-RAM and 2-way SRAM Hybrid APM technique with 18MB
capacity, and 21MB 20-way STT-RAM and 1-way SRAM Sun-Hybrid technique. In the
multi-core configuration, we use 2MB SRAM cache bank and 4MB STT-RAM cache bank
which yield best performance. If the capacity of SRAM is smaller than 2M, it is configured
as one bank.
5.4 Evaluation Methodology for WADE Technique
Execution core 4.8GHZ, 1-core/ 4-core CMP, out of order
256 entry reorder buffer, 4 width issue/decode
15 stages, 256 physical registers
Caches L1 I/D-cache: 64KB, 2 way, private
64 bytes block, 2-cycle, LRU,
L2 Cache: 2MB/1core, 8MB/4core
16-way, shared, 64 bytes block, 14-cycle
PCM 1 channel/1core, 2 channels/4-core CMP
8 banks per channel, 8K bytes row buffer
32-entry write buffer per channel
read prioritize write scheduling policy
PCM Timing row hit (clean miss, dirty miss)
=200 (450, 5000) cycles
PCM Energy array read (write) = 2.47 (16.82) pJ/bit
row buffer read (write) = 0.93 (1.02) pJ/bit
Table 5.5: System configuration. Memory timing and energies are adapted from [41]
We use the MARSSx86 [57], a cycle-accurate simulator for the x86-64 architecture.
We modify the DRAMSim2 [69] simulator to simulate PCM memory and incorporate it
into MARSSx86. The system configuration is shown in Table 5.5. We use the SPEC CPU
2006 [19] benchmarks for the evaluation. Each benchmark is run with the first ref input
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Name Benchmarks
Mix 1 milc gcc xalancbmk tonto
Mix 2 GemsFDTD namd bzip2 gamess
Mix 3 gamess soplex libquantum perlbench
Mix 4 zeusmp lbm xalancbmk calculix
Mix 5 gamess milc namd soplex
Mix 6 astar lbm gobmk calculix
Mix 7 soplex calculix tonto lbm
Mix 8 lbm mcf cactusADM GemsFDTD
Mix 9 mcf soplex zeusmp bwaves
Mix 10 lbm milc astar libquantum
Mix 11 xalancbmk lbm perlbench tonto
Table 5.6: Workloads
provided by the runspec command.
5.4.1 Single-Thread Workloads
We use 15 memory intensive benchmarks for this study. A 2MB LLC is simulated for
the single thread workloads. For each workload, we made a checkpoint by running the
benchmark to a typical phase identified by SimPoint [74]. Then we run the experiment
starting from the checkpoint,the infrastructure simulates 200 million instructions from the
checkpoint.
5.4.2 Multi-Core Workloads
Table 5.6 shows eleven mixes of SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks chosen four at a time
with a variety of memory behaviors. We use these mixes for quad-core simulations. Each
benchmark runs simultaneously with the others. For each mix, we made a checkpoint by
running the one of the memory intensive benchmarks to a typical phase . Then we run the
experiment for 1 billion instructions total for all four cores starting from the checkpoint.
We simulate an 8MB shared LLC for the multi-core workloads.
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Figure 5.16: The distribution of write accesses to STT-RAM lines in APM LLC for single-
core applications
5.5 Evaluation Results for APM Technique
5.5.1 Single-Core Evaluation Results
5.5.1.1 Reduced Writes Evaluation
The APM technique allows SRAM lines to service as many write requests as possible,
thus reducing write operations to STT-RAM lines. Figure 5.16 shows the distribution of
write operations to STT-RAM lines in the APM technique normalized to all write opera-
tions to the LLC for single-core workloads. We can see the APM LLC reduces write oper-
ations to STT-RAM lines for each type of write accesses. In APM LLC, only 32.9% of the
total LLC write requests are serviced by the STT-RAM portion, significantly reducing the
write overhead of the STT-RAM portion and translating into performance improvement
and power reduction of the LLC.
5.5.1.2 Performance Evaluation
Figure 5.17 shows the speedup for various techniques compared with baseline tech-
nique which is 2MB SRAM LLC. The 6MB STT-RAM LLC has similar area to 2MB
SRAM LLC. It improves the performance by 6.2% on average due to the increased ca-
pacity. Most of the benchmarks can benefit from the increased capacity of STT-RAM.
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Figure 5.17: The comparison of IPC for single-core applications (normalized to 2M
SRAM LLC)
However, several benchmarks such as gcc, milc, libquantum and lbm suffer more
from the large write overhead of STT-RAM. The OPT-STT-RAM LLC assumes symmetric
read/write latency meaning large write-induced interference to read request is removed. It
yields a geometric mean speedup of 9.3%. The performance difference between OPT-STT-
RAM and STT-RAM is caused by the long write latency of STT-RAM. The 4.5MB APM
LLC reduces the write overhead of the STT-RAM portion, delivering a geometric mean
speedup of 8.0%. It yields even higher speedup for benchmarks 462.libquantum,
482.sphinx3, and 483.xalancbmk than the 6MB OPT-STT-RAM LLC. Because
those workloads generate a large number of dead blocks or inaccurate prefetch blocks in
the LLC and hence reducing the LLC efficiency. The APM technique reduces the LLC
pollution cased by dead blocks and inaccurate prefetch blocks, thus improving the LLC
efficiency for those workloads. The 5.25MB Sun-Hybrid LLC improves the performance
by 5.0% on average.
5.5.1.3 Power Evaluation
Figure 5.18 shows the normalized power consumption for various techniques due to
leakage power, dynamic power caused by reads and dynamic power caused by writes. The
baseline technique is a 2MB SRAM. For the SRAM technique, the leakage power dom-
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Figure 5.18: The power breakdown for single-core applications (normalized to 2MB
SRAM)
inates the total power consumption. The STT-RAM technique consumes lower leakage
power. However, the dynamic power caused by writes is significantly increased due to
the large write energy of STT-RAM. Thus the STT-RAM technique increases the overall
power consumption by 11.9% on average. The APM technique reduces write operations to
the STT-RAM portion, thus reducing the dynamic power caused by writes. It reduces the
overall power consumption by 18.9% on average compared with the baseline. The Sun-
Hybrid technique does not significantly reduce the write power because the Sun-Hybrid
technique does not reduce write operations to STT-RAM caused by LLC replacement.
5.5.1.4 Extra LLC Traffic Evaluation
The APM technique migrates blocks between SRAM lines and STT-RAM lines. Mi-
grating blocks from SRAM lines to STT-RAM lines causes extra cache traffic. We evaluate
the LLC traffic caused by migration. Migration causes only 3.8% extra LLC traffic. Most
of the blocks evicted from SRAM ways are dead blocks, thus only a small number of
distant-read-range blocks need to be migrated to STT-RAM. Thus, the small percentage
of traffic caused by migration will not cause significant traffic overhead.
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Figure 5.19: The distribution of write accesses to STT-RAM lines in APM LLC for multi-
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Figure 5.20: The comparison of IPC for multi-core applications (normalized to 8MB
SRAM)
5.5.2 Multi-Core Evaluation Results
5.5.2.1 Reduced Writes, Endurance, Performance and Power Evaluation
Figure 5.19 shows the distribution of write operations to STT-RAM lines normalized
to all write operations to LLC for the multi-core workloads. The APM technique reduces
write operations to the STT-RAM portion to 28.9% on average of the total number of write
operations.
Figure 5.20 shows the speedups of the various techniques for the multi-core workloads
normalized to 8MB SRAM LLC. The 24MB STT-RAM LLC improves performance by
14.8% on average. Removing write-induced interference caused by asymmetric writes
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Figure 5.21: The LLC power breakdown for multi-core applications (normalized to 8MB
SRAM)
improves the average performance by 18.7% in the OPT-STT-RAM LLC. The 18M APM
technique reduces write overhead of the STT-RAM portion. It achieves a geometric mean
speedup of 20.5% which is higher than the 24MB OPT-STT-RAM LLC. In multi-core
workloads, the large number of dead or inaccurately prefetched blocks generated from
one workload can also negatively affect the performance of other workloads, significantly
reducing performance. The APM technique reduces cache pollution caused by dead blocks
and inaccurately prefetched blocks. Our evaluation shows the 18MB APM LLC yields
better performance and fewer misses for 5 out of 11 multi-core workloads compared with
24MB OPT-STT-RAM LLC.
Figure 5.21 shows the distribution of normalized power consumption for various tech-
niques. The baseline is the 8MB SRAM cache. For a large LLC, the majority of power
consumption comes from leakage power. The 24MB STT-RAM technique reduces overall
power consumption to 87.8% of baseline due to low leakage power. The APM technique
reduces dynamic power caused by the STT-RAM write operations. Thus, it further reduces
power consumption to 80.7% of baseline on average.
5.5.2.2 Prediction Evaluation
We evaluate the access pattern predictor using false positive rate and coverage. Mis-
predictons can be false positives and false negatives. False positives are more harmful for
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two reasons: mispredicting a live block as a dead block can cause bypass or eviction of
a live block from LLC early and generate LLC misses, and mispredicting a non-write-
burst request as a write-burst request can cause extra migrations between STT-RAM lines
and SRAM lines. False positive rate is measured as the number of mispredicted positive
predictions divided by the total number of predictions.
Among the 11 multi-core workloads, the access pattern predictor yields a low false
positive rate ranging from 2.1% to 14.8%, with a geometric mean of 8.3%.
The access pattern predictor achieves an average coverage of 71.7%. Thus, the major-
ity of dead blocks and write burst blocks can be predicted by the access pattern predictor.
5.5.2.3 Memory Energy Evaluation
Figure 5.22 shows the memory energy evaluation results normalized to 8MB SRAM
LLC. The 24MB STT-RAM LLC reduces the average memory energy to 72.9% of the
baseline. The 18MB APM LLC technique reduces average memory energy to 72.4%.
Compared with 24MB STT-RAM LLC, the 18MB APM LLC increases average mem-
ory traffic by 5.6% due to its smaller capacity. However, it does not increase the dynamic
energy consumption because it consumes less activation/precharge energy. The APM LLC
achieves a higher DRAM row-buffer hit rate for write requests than the STT-RAM LLC
which can reduce the activation/precharge energy. The large LLC can filter the locality of
dirty blocks, so the dirty blocks have low spatial locality when they are evicted from the
LLC and written back to the main memory. However, in the APM LLC, a significant frac-
tion of dirty blocks are written back to the main memory when they are evicted from the
SRAM portion where the small capacity of SRAM allows the evicted dirty blocks to have
higher spatial locality. Our evaluation result shows the DRAM row-buffer hit rates for
writes are 21.1% and 35.6% for 24M STT-RAM LLC and 18M APM LLC respectively.
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Figure 5.22: The memory energy breakdown for multi-core applications (normalized to
8MB SRAM)
5.5.3 Storage Overhead and Power
The technique uses an access pattern predictor to predict the dead blocks and write
burst blocks which cause extra storage and power overhead.
5.5.3.1 Storage Overhead
Each cache block in the LLC adds 1 bit for representing whether it is a dead block,
using 9.2K storage total. For the pattern predictor, each prediction table has 4,096 entries
with a 2-bit counter in each entry. There are 6 tables for the skewed structure for the dead
block prediction table and write burst prediction table using a total of 6KB of storage. In
the pattern simulator, one simulated set corresponding 32 LLC sets, each simulated set
has 12-entry 16-bit partial read PC, 12-entry 16-bits partial tag, 12-entry 4-bit LRU po-
sition, 12-entry 1-bit valid flag, 4-entry 16-bits partial write PC and 4-entry 2-bits write
LRU position. For a 4.5MB hybrid cache, it consumes 8.5K storage. Thus, the storage
overhead for single-core configuration is 6K+8.5K+9.2K=23.7K which is only 0.53% ca-
pacity overhead of the hybrid 4.5MB LLC. For the quad-core configuration, the storage
overhead of the APM technique is 6K+8.5K×4+9.2K×4=84.8K, which is 0.43% of the
hybrid 18MB cache capacity.
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5.5.3.2 Power Overhead
We evaluate the power overhead of our technique using NVSim [12] and CACTI [51].
For the single-core configuration, the extra dynamic and leakage power consumed by the
access pattern predictor is 1.6% and 1.9% of the LLC dynamic and leakage power respec-
tively. It induces a power overhead of 1.8% of the total LLC power consumption. For
the quad-core system configuration, the extra dynamic and leakage power consumed by
the access pattern predictor is 1.1% and 0.60% of the LLC dynamic and leakage power
respectively. The overall power overhead caused by the access pattern predictor is 0.76%
of the overall LLC power consumption for quad-core configuration.
5.6 Evaluation Results for WADE Technique
5.6.1 Single-Core Evaluation Results
5.6.1.1 Performance Evaluation
We evaluate three cache replacement polices: LRU, WADE with LRU and Memory
Level Parallelism (MLP) aware cache replacement technique [63]. The MLP technique
takes into account the memory level parallelism dependent cost differential between dif-
ferent misses. The replacement decision is made by considering the MLP-based cost for
each cache miss as well as the recency information. The baseline technique is LRU re-
placement policy. Our technique segments the cache set into two lists. Within the list, any
replacement policies could be applied. So it is decoupled with LLC replacement polices.
We use LRU replacement policy with our techniques for simplicity. Figure 5.23 shows
the performance evaluation results for single core applications. MLP provides a speedup
on some benchmarks and a slow-down on others, resulting in a geometric mean speedup
of approximately 0.6%. The long write latency in the PCM system makes it hard to learn
the memory level parallelism cost, thereby the MLP replacement policy does not perform
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Figure 5.23: The comparison of IPC for single-core applications (normalized to LRU)
well in the context of PCM system. The WADE technique delivers a geometric mean
speedup of 5.1%. The technique significantly improves system performance for bench-
mark 450.soplex, 482.sphinx3 and 483.xalancbmk by 22%, 39% and 18%. Because the
writeback requests for these three benchmarks are highly reused. For benchmarks that do
not benefit from our techniques, there are two categories: first, they do not have significant
highly reused access requests such as for streaming benchmarks, libquantum and milc, the
writeback requests are not re-written frequently. Second, the frequent writeback requests
are hard to predict mainly because they do not have good spatial and temporal locality,
such as 436.cactusADM.
5.6.1.2 Reduced Write Requests Evaluation
The WADE technique takes into account the disparity in miss penalty of clean data
and dirty data. It keeps an optimal size of frequent writeback list in the LLC. Thereby it
can reduce the writeback requests to the PCM. Figure 5.24 shows the writeback requests
normalized to LRU policy. The MLP technique only reduces 0.05% writeback requests
compared with LRU policy. The WADE technique reduces 16.5% writeback requests on
average. This large percent of writeback requests reduction leads to performance im-
provement and energy reduction. It can also improve the endurance of the PCM based
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Figure 5.24: The number of writeback requests to PCM for single-core applications (nor-
malized to LRU)
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Figure 5.25: The comparison of energy consumption in PCM for single-core applications
(normalized to LRU)
main memory. Compared with figure 5.23, we can see for the benchmarks that have large
percent of reduced writeback requests also have significant performance improvements.
5.6.1.3 Energy Evaluation
The obvious reduction in the writeback requests can lead to reduced energy consump-
tion in PCM based main memory. Figure 5.25 shows the energy evaluation results for
various techniques. The figure shows the energy consumption normalized to LRU policy.
It also gives the percentage of read energy and write energy consumption for each work-
load. In the PCM based main memory, the write energy consumption dominates the main
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Figure 5.26: Runtime predicted best frequent writeback list size
memory energy consumption. It accounts for about 65% of all main memory consump-
tion in the LRU policy. The WADE technique achieves an energy reduction by 8.1% on
average. The MLP technique only reduces the energy by 0.01%. We can see most of the
energy reduction of our techniques comes from the write energy reduction. The average
read energy consumption for WADE technique is similar with LRU.
5.6.1.4 Dynamic Segment Size
Figure 5.26 shows the runtime predicted best frequent writeback list size for each of
the benchmarks. Benchmarks 483.sphinx3 and 483.xalancbmk are thrashing workloads
that benefit from bypassing incoming read blocks. Segment size 16 dominates the running
phase of benchmarks 403.gcc, 429.mcf, 434.zeusmp, 435.gromacs,and 473.astar. The run-
time predicted best segment size of benchmarks 462.libquantum and 470.lbm is 4. The
running phase of other benchmarks go through various segment sizes.
5.6.2 Multi-Core Evaluation Results
The write problem is worse in multi-core system since the performance of an applica-
tion is affected not only by its own write requests but also by write requests from other
applications.
Figure 5.27 shows the speedup achieved by various techniques on the multi-core work-
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Figure 5.27: The comparison of IPC for multi-core applications (normalized to LRU)
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Figure 5.28: The number of writeback requests to PCM for multi-core applications (nor-
malized to LRU)
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Figure 5.29: The comparison of energy consumption in PCM for multi-core applications
(normalized to LRU)
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Figure 5.30: LLC misses per kilo-instruction (MPKI) for multi-core applications (normal-
ized to LRU)
loads with an 8MB last-level cache. The speedups are still normalized to a default LRU
cache. The normalized speedup for WADE technique over all 11 workloads ranges from
2.2% to 13.1% for the WADE, with a geometric mean speedup of 7.6%. The technique
significantly improves the system performance for five workloads by more than 10%. The
MLP technique only yields a geometric mean speedup of 0.3%.
Figure 5.28 shows the normalized writeback requests evaluation results for multi-core
application. The WADE technique achieves a writeback requests reduction by 10.9% on
average. Figure 5.29 shows the energy evaluation results normalized to LRU policy. The
WADE technique reduces energy by 7.6% on average.
We also evaluate the misses per 1000 instructions (MPKI) for multi-core workloads.
Figure 5.30 shows the MPKI for various techniques normalized to LRU policy. The av-
erage normalized MPKIs are 1.00 for WADE, and 0.99 for MLP. We can see the WADE
technique does not reduce the miss rate. In WADE technique, the performance benefits
actually come from the reduced write requests which generate a large write-induced inter-
ference.
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Figure 5.31: The impact on performance and energy for parameter p
5.6.3 Sensitivity Study
5.6.3.1 Miss Penalty Sensitivity Study
An LLC miss for dirty cache block is more harmful than for a clean cache block. Our
technique assigns different miss penalty according to the type of data. The miss penalty for
clean data is set to 1 while the miss penalty for dirty data is p. In our experiment setting,
we get p = 2 calculated by equation (2). We also did an experiment to test the change in
performance and energy when p ranges from 1 to 6. Figure 5.31 shows the performance
speedup and energy consumption for various values of p in multi-core workloads in WADE
technique. We can see the performance and energy consumption varies significantly with
different values of p. The best performance is achieved when p = 2, and the lowest energy
consumption when p = 1.5. Generally, the p value that gives better performance is also
the value that yields lower energy, is because the reduced write requests could lead to both
performance improvement and energy reduction. In our experiment, we choose p = 2.
5.6.3.2 Cache Size Sensitivity Study
Figure 5.32 and 5.33 show the performance and writeback reduction evaluation re-
sults with various cache sizes. We evaluate LRU and WADE LLC replacement policies
with cache sizes 2M, 4M and 8M. Compared with the LRU replacement policy with the
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Figure 5.32: Performance evaluation with various cache size (normalized to LRU with 2M
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Figure 5.33: The number of writeback requests to PCM with various cache size (normal-
ized to LRU with 2M LLC size)
same capacity 2M, 4M and 8M cache sizes, the WADE technique improves the system per-
formance by 5.1%, 5.4% and 6.9% and reduces the writeback requests to PCM by 16.5%,
11.4% and 9.9% respectively.
5.6.4 Storage and Power Overhead
5.6.4.1 Storage Overhead
The technique uses a frequent write predictor (FWP) and an optimal segment predictor.
For the FWP, every 16 LLC sets map to 4 FWP sets. Each FWP set has 6 entries. Each
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entry in the set has a 16-bit partial tag field, a 3-bit LRU field, a 6-bit frequent counter
field, and a 16-bit set flag field. For each cache block in the LLC, we add one bit to rep-
resent whether it is a frequent writeback block. The FWP consumes extra state equivalent
to about 0.95% of LLC capacity. We use an out-of-cache segment predictor. This set as-
sociative structure is added to simulate sampled leader sets. It uses four types of leader
sets as shows in figure 5.15. For each type of leader set, one set is sampled for every 128
LLC sets. Each leader set has one bit even write counter. Each entry in the leader set has
16-bit partial tag field, 1 Fbit field, and 3-bit LRU fields. The segment predictor uses three
12-bit PSEL counters. Thus, it consumes less than 0.13% of LLC capacity. All together,
The WADE technique takes about 1% of LLC capacity.
5.6.4.2 Power Overhead
We use CACTI [51] to measure the potential impact of the segment predictor and
frequent write predictor on power. The segment predictor is modeled as a tag array of
extra LLC sets. We model the LLC both with and without the extra cache sets, and report
the difference of the tag power between the two. We model the frequent write predictor
as a tag array of a cache, with only the tag power being reported. A 2MB LLC in a
single-core configuration consumes 1.99W power. The segment predictor consumes only
0.0025W dynamic power which is only 0.13% of LLC power consumption. The power
for frequent write predictor is 0.024W . The total power for structures required by the
WADE technique is about 1.3% of LLC power. An 8M LLC in a multi-core configuration
consumes 3.73W . The structures needed by the WADE technique take 0.035W which
is 0.93% of LLC power. Although the segment predictor and frequent write predictor
consume extra power, the WADE technique reduces the execution cycles of applications,
thus reducing the leakage energy of LLC.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Recall the thesis statement from the introduction:
Programs exhibit significant performance variance in their access to microarchitectural
structures. To the extent that this variance is predictable, it can be exploited to improve
processor design.
In this dissertation, we have analyzed three types of performance variance: perfor-
mance variance caused by microarchitectural structures, performance variance caused by
phase change and performance variance caused by operation types. By exploiting the
three types of performance variance, we propose various techniques to improve processor
design. In this section, we review the contribution of our techniques.
6.1 Developing Performance Model by Exploring Performance Variance
In this dissertation, we demonstrate how to develop a performance model for branch
predictor using real systems. The technique perturbs benchmark executables to yield a
wide variety of performance points without changing program semantics or other impor-
tant execution characteristics. By observing the behavior of the benchmarks over a range
of branch prediction accuracies, we can estimate the impact of a new branch predictor by
simulating only the predictor and not the rest of the microarchitecture.
Using measurements of the Intel Xeon E5440 Processor, we quantify the impact of
branch prediction on a set of benchmarks, developing regression models that estimate the
performance given by changes in the branch predictor. We incorporate these models into
a simulator allowing us to estimate the impact of several branch predictors.
This study points the way to future work on estimating the impact of other microarchi-
tectural structures. We demonstrate the potential for interferometry to estimate the impact
of L1 and L2 caches by perturbing data layouts.
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6.2 Reducing Write-induced Interference by Exploring Performance Variance
In memory systems, write requests can cause significant performance loss by increas-
ing memory access latency for subsequent read requests targeting the same device.
In the dissertation, we propose to use a rank idle time predictor to predict when a
rank will have significant idle time. “Rank idle” means that there will be no read request
for this rank that will be delayed by scheduling writeback events. The scheduled write
requests can be written back during this idle rank period. We incorporate the rank idle time
predictor into the parallelism-aware LLC scheduling technique and propose a prediction
driven parallelism-aware LLC writeback technique. The proposed technique applies to the
DRAM system that maps the rank and channel into the higher order bits than the column in
the physical address. Write-induced interference is significantly reduced by our technique.
We also propose a decoupled last-write predictor guided LLC writeback technique.
It uses a last-write predictor to predict last-write blocks in LLC. The predicted last-write
blocks are exposed to the memory controller for scheduling. Our technique can balance the
memory bandwidth and effectively expands the scheduling space of the memory controller,
thus significantly reducing write-induced interference. It is completely decoupled from
LLC replacement policy. Our techniques are evaluated for various DRAM configuration
by using MARSSx86 Simulator together with DRAMSim2. Experiment results show a
significant performance improvement over traditional writeback technique.
6.3 Reducing NVM Write Overhead by Exploring Performance Variance
Write-induced interference in the memory system can significantly degrade perfor-
mance. This large write overhead is a more severe problem in NVM-based memory. We
propose techniques to mitigate the write overhead in NVM-based memory.
In this dissertation, we propose a new block placement and migration policy for a
hybrid STT-RAM-based LLC. LLC writes are categorized into three classes: core-write,
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prefetch-write, and demand-write. We analyze the access pattern for each class of LLC
writes and design a block placement policy that adapt to the access pattern of each class.
A low cost access pattern predictor is proposed for guiding the block placement. Ex-
perimental results show our technique can improve performance and reduce LLC power
consumption compared with both SRAM LLC and STT-RAM LLC with the same area
configuration.
We also propose a dynamic cache management policy in the context of PCM- based
main memory. The technique improves system performance and energy efficiency by
reducing the writeback requests to PCM. It keeps highly reused dirty cache blocks in
the LLC. A frequent write predictor is proposed to predict the frequent writeback cache
blocks. The cache set is partitioned into frequent writeback and non- frequent writeback
lists. It dynamically determines the optimal size of each list ac- cording to the miss penalty.
Our evaluation shows the proposed techniques reduce the writeback requests which could
result in improved performance as well as reduced energy consumption.
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